
Mayor Antonio Moreno
Ferrer

The chief of Local Police for
Velez-Malaga has been dis-
missed following a vote of no
confidence by councillors.

Esteban Torres Garcia has
had to take responsibility for
the actions of his officers in an
incident early in February.

Leading councillor and
spokesman for the Partido
Popular (PP), Francisco Del-
gado Bonilla, was involved in
a car accident in the early
hours of the morning.

Following the collision, the
driver of the other car in-

volved was breathalysed but
Delgado Bonilla was not.

The other driver was then
found to be over the drink dri-
ve limit.

When the incident became
public, an investigation was
started into why officers had
not tested Delgado Bonilla.

The report, published earli-
er this week, concluded the
behaviour of the officers was
‘correct, faultless, adjusted to
law and congruent.’

The officers on patrol main-
tained that the politician did
not show any signs of being
under the influence of alcohol

and was not therefore tested.
But a number of council-

lors, including the mayor of
Velez-Malaga, Antonio
Moreno Ferrer, from the
PSOE, claim the decision not
to test Delgado Bonilla dam-
aged the integrity of the po-
lice-councillor relationship.

This amounted to a loss of
confidence on the part of the
ruling coalition in Garcia, he
said, and the chief of police
has now been removed from
office.

But the decision has an-
gered the leadership of the PP
who claim Garcia’s dismissal

“is due to a
campaign of political revenge
against the politician and the
PP.”

Garcia will be replaced by
the area’s most senior police
officer, Andres Montoya de
Hombre.
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A FARM in Torrox has lost 21 goats and sheep after a pack of dogs at-
tacked the animals. The attack, which is the second of its type to take
place in Axarquia in the last three months, occurred on a farm between
Gui and Barranco Manzano. The farm’s owner, Francisco Bueno, esti-
mate that the damage totals around €4,000.  

Farm massacre

See page 2

AROUND 30 people who were
affected by an explosion at last
year’s Velez-Malaga feria in-
tend to launch a criminal suit
against the owner of a bar. The
explosion, which injured around

90 people, occurred in the
kitchen of the establishment.
The group, represented by Mar-
ta Romero, believe the incident
was instead the result of gross
negligence.

Up in arms

TRINIDAD HERRERA,
mayor of Almuñecar, togeth-
er with representatives from
all municipal political parties
plus a number of local busi-
ness owners,  associat ions,
federat ions and clubs has

signed a manifesto in protest
of the planned mussel farms.
The scheme has been met
with derision amid fears that
local  tourism would take a
massive hit.

Musselling in

See page 5

See page 6

By Sally Underwood Win a Car!
YOU CAN STILL BE THE WINNER

OF A CAR! SEE PAGES 8 - 9

Full 
details

on page 
14

Stop Press DON’T MISS OUR PROPERTY
SUPPLEMENT INSIDE! PAGES 39 - 41

Police chief sacked 
Dismissed



FRIGILIANA has a new mayor, with the socialist Alejandro
Hererro replacing the right wing Popular Party’s Jose Antonio
Gonzalez Conejero, after a motion of censure was presented
by Herrero’s PSOE party with the support of three councillors
who participated in the last elections under the PA (Andalu-
cian Party) acronym.
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LOCAL NEWS

THE beaches of Velez-Mala-
ga, Torre del Mar and Motril
came in for the worst batter-
ing during a spell of in-
clement weather over the
weekend, with some sections

now lacking sand and others
suffering damage to walk-
ways and beach bars. The
clean-up operation has begun,
with plans in place to finish
the job by Easter week.

Wear and tear

Official business

A MARRIED couple from Triana were taken to Velez-Malaga
Hospital  having inhaled smoke from their  portable coal
heater. Firefighters, environmental protection officers, Local
and National Police all attended the scene after the pair alert-
ed the 112 emergency phone line, and according to firefight-
ers, they were probably poisoned by carbon monoxide.

Smoke alarm

Dogs slaughter goats and sheep

A FARM in Torrox has lost 21 goats and
sheep after a pack of dogs attacked the
animals. 

The attack, which is the second of its
type to take place in Axarquia in the last
three months, occurred on a farm be-
tween Gui and Barranco Manzano. The
farm’s owner, Francisco Bueno, estimate

that the damage totals around €4,000.  
Commenting, Mr Bueno said there

were two attacks, one on Friday morning
and another on Saturday.  He explained,
“when I arrived on Saturday at four in
the morning I caught the dogs inside the
farm attacking the goats. Thanks to the
fact that I started to shout I frightened
them away. If instead of arriving at four I
had arrived at six in the morning they

would have killed all the animals.”
The police are investigating and Mr

Bueno insists the dogs are not a wild
pack.  He said, “they have owners, but
they leave them loose and at night they
leave where they live and provoke situa-
tions like this, causing enormous dam-
age.”

Mr Bueno has now moved his flock to
avoid further incidents.

By Sally Underwood

PACK OF DOGS:
They are not wild, they

all have owners.
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Dogs die in
workshop
blaze 
THREE dogs have died in a blaze at
a carpentry workshop in Arriate.
The shop was entirely overtaken by
the inferno and firefighters battled
to rescue the dogs, saving two but
losing three.

The fire was reported on emer-
gency line 112 shortly before mid-
night.  Those calling emergency ser-
vices reported seeing high flames
coming from the workshop in

Camino Parchite.  Firefighters, the
Guardia  Civi l ,  Local  Pol ice  and
members  of  the Publ ic  Heal th
Emergency Enterprise, were shortly
on the scene.  No people were in-
jured but  the workshop was de-
stroyed in the blaze.

Spat over 
council funds
VELEZ-MALAGA’S opposi t ion
party,  Par t ido Popular  (PP) ,  has
questioned the triparti te govern-
ment’s payments of €11.8 million,
claiming that funds were not allo-
cated correctly.

They added that the council was

guilty of ‘bad management and dis-
order in their accounts, with 4,600
extrajudicial  bi l ls  accumulat ing
without budgetary appropriation,
which adds €11.8 million.’

The Partido Popular also claimed
the government had doubled the av-
erage time in which bills were paid
to suppliers from 52 days in 2015 to
106 at present.

Dolphin 
dies
A FOUR-YEAR-OLD female dol-
phin was rescued by biologists after
becoming stranded on Torrox’s El
Morche beach, but later died.

Local  res idents  a ler ted the
Guardia Civil to the distressed ani-
mal. Scientists from the Aula del
Mar marine biology museum were
then contacted.  Following its res-
cue, the animal was checked over
and found to have parasites in its
tail and a wound to its jaw.  

Drug ring
smashed 
THE National Police have busted a
family gang dedicated to drug traf-
ficking and dismantled their exten-
sive marihuana plantation

Officers arrested six people, five
women and a man, between the ages
of 28 and 53 years-old.  Those in-
volved were detained for their al-
leged involvement in drug traffick-
ing,  e lectr ic  power fraud and
belonging to a criminal organisa-
tion. 

THE Euro Weekly News Media Group is expanding and promises to be
bigger, better and more successful than ever before. Spain’s largest
FREE local newspaper in English has officially acquired the RTN brand,
one of the Costa Blanca’s longest-standing expatriate newspapers. 

This is a huge step forward for us, and tremendous news for all of our
clients and readers throughout southern Spain and the Balearic Islands. 

By joining forces to create the Euro Weekly News Media Group, we
will be able to invest more in digital tools and strengthen our capabilities
in innovation, while continuing to maximise our print products as we in-
crease our scale and reach.

Together we pledge to bring our loyal readers all the best local news
relevant to their lives, families and communities. We will help all of our
beloved clients develop and expand their businesses by advertising in the
biggest, boldest English newspapers in the country.

Watch this space closely because the Euro Weekly News Media Group
has major ambitions for the future. The intention is to build, and we be-
lieve that our products will continue to play an indispensable role for lo-
cal communities while ensuring an independent voice for future genera-
tions. EWN is passionate about our future, together as a community.
EWN gets it.

Watch this space!

EWN TEAM: Passionate about our future.

The estimated amount in euros that political
corruption has cost Spain since the country be-
came a democracy in 1978, with 175 official
cases recorded.
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TORRE DEL MAR is set to benefit from an investment of
almost €2.7 million, allowing construction to begin on a
new National Police station.

The contract for construction has now been signed and a
plot of 6,700 square metres has been chosen, of which the
building will take up 2,600 square metres.  

Torre del Mar’s police have been using the lower section
only of the current police building for around 30 years.  This
new building will be specially constructed to suit police

needs and improve security. 
The Secretary of State for Education, Jose Antonio Nieto,

explained, “it will be a new model of a police station, which
will improve service to the public and the work that is carried
out. The construction period is 20 months.”  He added there
will be separate spaces for helping the public, for police and
for civil servants. The building’s second floor will house ar-
eas for management and administration, while the lower
ground floor will offer a car park, prison area and storage.

Town budget fits the bill



SPAIN has been sent a final warning
to comply with EU air pollution
standards. If it does not show how it
intends to comply with EU law with-
in two months, a court hearing with
the power to impose heavy fines
could begin later this year. There are
three ‘air quality zones’ that exceed
the NO2 limits in the country, one in
Madrid and two in Barcelona. 

Poor air quality is believed to be
the cause of an estimated 30,000
deaths a year in Spain alone. The
UK has been issued a final warning
for 16 air quality zones exceeding
the pollution limits, including  Lon-
don, Birmingham and Leeds.

THREE people suspected of subjecting a young Moroc-
can woman to slave-like conditions of domestic servi-
tude have been arrested  in Navarre.

The victim was handed to a family in Holland who
are accused of exploiting her by making her work long
hours for miniscule pay, with Spanish police describing
her employment as “almost feudal.”

The woman had no rights or permits and was forced
to give most of her small income to her father.

When police in Holland became aware of the
woman’s situation they alerted colleagues in Spain with
a joint operation resulting in the arrests of three Moroc-
cans in Navarre. Dutch police believe the Netherlands-
based family had also exploited two other women.
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THE eight-day festival of Saint Fermin is held every July and is fa-
mous the world over. While not all will know why it is globally
famed from such a bare description, many will have heard of the
events which annually put the courage, or in some cases the drunk-
en bravado, of mostly young men to the test.

The event is the running of the bulls, or encierro in Spanish. Six
young bulls are released from a coral, accompanied by six bullocks
and three more behind them. The last three aim to ensure there
are no reluctant stragglers. Ahead of them are hundreds of mainly
men, who basically act as their quarry. 

The bulls are set off on a route of city streets that culminates in
the bullring, with the near three minutes it takes them to get there
fraught for the men running... and dodging... in front.  Injuries are
common but not all are caused by the bulls. Records kept since
1910 show only 15 people have been killed in that time, usually by
goring. Nowadays around 200 medics are on duty each day. 

If you fancy testing your courage against rampaging bulls with
sharp horns then put any one of the eight days from 7 July in your
diary!

on SPAIN

Slave saved from service

A COUNCILLOR claims a ghost is
living in a Granada council build-
ing. A supporting photograph taken
by a civic worker at the Vegas de
Genil council building has been
widely circulated on the internet.
The councillor told the Ideal news-
paper: “It was unusually cold in the
office. I put on my coat and went to
the bathroom. That’s when I heard
strange rustling sounds down the
hallway.”

A 64-YEAR-OLD who underwent
in vitro fertilisation in the United
States has given birth to twins by
caesarean section in the northern city
of Burgos. She also gave birth to a
daughter six years ago via the same
method, but the Junta de Castilla y
Leon placed the girl into the care of
a relative in 2014 after social work-
ers reported issues with her personal
hygiene, clothing and absenteeism
from school.

SPAIN’S National Police force
has arrested 22 people and is in-
vestigating another 10 for distrib-
uting photographs and videos of
child pornography. One of the de-
tainees has also been accused of
abusing his children, aged eight
and 13, one with a mental disor-
der. Two others arrested are also
suspected of grooming children on
the Internet. They deceived the
victims by posing as teenage girls
and took photographs of them
naked, with which they subse-
quently blackmailed them.

THREE Bank of Spain officials
are stepping down after learning
that they are under investigation
by the High Court as part of a
probe into the Bankia flotation fi-
asco of 2011. The bank’s Director
General of Supervision, Mariano
Herrera Garcia-Canturri, his
deputy Pedro Comin Rodriguez
and Pedro Gonzalez Gonzalez,
who headed an inspection unit at
the lender, are all to leave their
posts, the bank has announced.

Porno sting

Ghostly fear 

Banking scandal

Around the nation in 7 stories
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• Linda Nolan, Singer, February 23, 58
Irish singer who, along with her five sisters,
formed girl group The Nolans whose most
famous hit song was I’m in the Mood for
Dancing. She has also had a successful career
in the theatre having starred in productions
such as Blood Brothers and Prisoner Cell
Block: The Musical. 
• Floyd Mayweather Jr, Boxer, February
24, 40
Amercian boxer who was undefeated in his
professional career winning 15 world titles.
In 2016, ESPN hailed him as the greatest
boxer of the last 25 years. In 2012 and 2013
he came top of both lists by Forbes and
Sports Illustrated, and in Forbes’ 2014 and
2015 list, as the highest paid athlete in the
world. 
• Ed Balls, Politician, February 25, 50
British former Labour MP and Shadow
Chancellor who lost his ‘safe’ seat at last
year’s General Election. He is now on the
Board of Directors at Norwich City FC as
Chairman. Married to fellow politician Yvette
Cooper they were the first married couple to
both be Cabinet members at the same time.
• Michael Bolton, Singer, February 26, 64
American singer/songwriter who is best
known for his hit ballads such as Time, Love
and Tenderness, How am I Supposed to Live
Without You? and Soul Provider in the late
80’s, early 90’s. Prior to this he was the lead
singer with the hard rock/heavy metal band
Blackjack who once toured as a support act
with Ozzy Osbourne.
• Paul Hollywood, Chef/TV Presenter,
March 1, 51 
English chef and
baker who is one of
the judges on the
hit TV show The
Great British Bake
Off. He has also
presented his own
cookery shows
Paul Hollywood’s
Bread and Paul Hollywood’s Pies and Puds.
He has written and published cook books
including How to Bake, 100 Great Breads
and The Weekend Baker.

Birthdays
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AROUND 30 people who were affected by
an explosion at last year’s Velez-Malaga fe-
ria intend to launch a criminal suit against
the owner of a bar.

The explosion, which injured around 90
people, occurred in the kitchen of the estab-
lishment.  

A scientific report was compiled by police
and a Court of First Instance determined that
the explosion was the result of minor negli-
gence, but was not intentional.

The group, represented by Marta Romero,
believe the incident was instead the result of
gross negligence, and that the bar’s owner
should be criminally prosecuted.

Ms Romero said she believes the police’s
scientific report showed that the bar had an
industrial kitchen without the proper li-
cences.

Survivors of 
explosion to sue
By Sally Underwood

BLAST: Occurred in the bar’s kitchen.

Now we want to hear your views.
YOUR PAPER - YOUR VOICE - YOUR OPINION

www.euroweeklynews.com

Drive safely
OUR VIEW

RECENTLY there seem to have been a
large number of serious road accidents re-
ported with some lucky escapes, but sadly a
number of deaths.

We all think that we are good drivers, but
one has to think about the other person and
not be tempted to get involved in trying to
stop the idiot behind you from overtaking.

There is a huge business in car rentals to
tourists and all that a visitor needs to do is
produce money to cover the rental and a
valid driving licence and they are then al-
lowed to get behind the wheel of a large
piece of fast metal.

At night, in Spain in particular, it seems
that every other car has a problem with
badly adjusted headlights or with one out
completely and the dazzle effect from their
lights in rear view mirrors is quite frighten-
ing.

At Euro Weekly News we value all of our
readers and would simply ask that you en-
sure that your car is properly looked after
as although there is nothing you can do to
stop the other hazards on the road, if your
car is kept in good order, then it makes life
safer for everyone.



Bike boy
ALMUÑECAR police have
recovered a motorcycle that
went missing in November,
arresting a young man who
was also found to be in
possession of a 9cm knife
and two fake €50 bank
notes.

Guitar guru
THE 22-year-old guitarist
Alvaro Perez wowed the
crowd  as he performed his
flamenco show Sounds of
my Guitar in Almuñecar,
with the young virtuoso
having performed
professionally since he was
15.

No danger
LOCAL firefighters have
been praised after they
sprang into action to quickly
extinguish a fire which
reduced four electricity
meters in the La Najarra
urbanisation to ashes.

NEWS EXTRA
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ALMUÑECAR’S mayor,
Trinidad Herrera had asked the
Andalucian Government to
authorise the expansion of the
Children’s Centre Los Marinos.

The town council are
seeking an expansion to
increase the school’s capacity
by 20 students.

The request was made by Ms
Herrera to the Andalucian
Government’s Delegate for
Education, German Gonzalez,
as he visited the centre,

together with General Director
of Innovation, Pedro Benzal.  

The mayor asked for the
creation of new places or, to
move one of the classrooms of
the Children’s Centre Al
Andalus to the Children’s
Centre Los Marinos. 

The Delegate for Education
has undertaken to make the
necessary arrangements so that
a higher number of students can
enjoy the new facilities at
Centre Los Marinos.

A MOROCCAN man who was believed to have fled Spain in
2005 has now been arrested in connection with the death of a
Guardia Civil officer in Almuñecar on the N-340 in March
2005.

It is alleged that this individual was one of two who were in
a car which was being chased by Guardia Civil officers and that
the driver deliberately swerved and hit Officer Peso who was
part of a road block further down the road.

DNA evidence collected from the abandoned car which was
found soon after in La Herradura helped to identify the two
men, one of whom was arrested in Spain in 2015.

TRINIDAD HERRERA, mayor of Almuñecar,
together with representatives from all municipal
political parties plus a number of local business
owners, associations, federations and clubs has
signed a manifesto in protest of the planned mussel
farms.

As recently revealed by the Euro Weekly News, the
Junta de Andalucia is planning to cultivate mussels
off Punta de la Mona, but the scheme has been met
with derision amid fears that local tourism would

take a massive hit.
The manifesto is the latest move by the coalition

as it intends to ward off the threat, with spokesman
Manuel Schrave explaining that its contents aim to
“raise awareness among public bodies and civilians
of the potential damage to the tourist industry and
seabed that these installations would bring about.

“The proposed farm would be located directly
between two protected zones in one of the richest
areas for marine flora and fauna in Mediterranean
Andalucia with the greatest concentration of
threatened species.”

Expansion request
for children’s centre

Hit and run arrest

SIGNING THE MANIFESTO: In protest of the planned mussel farms.

By Matt Ford

Musselling in on
unpopular scheme



NERJA is set to host 12 couples
from across Spain, as part of its
‘365 Days, 365 Experiences,’
tourism campaign.

The lucky couples were picked
from a ballot of 300 entrants held
by the Commonwealth of Costa
del Sol Axarquia Municipalities.
They will be treated to a weekend
for two with bed and breakfast in
the Nerja area.

Among the winners are
couples from Madrid,
Salamanca, Ciudad Real and
Alhaurin el Grande. Patricia

Gutierrez, Nerja’s councillor for
Tourism, explained, “all of them
will be able to experience first-
hand those experiences that we
enjoy living in Nerja. They will
see the richness of our cultural
heritage, our natural surroundings

with enviable beaches and a
mountain range where you can
carry out multiple adventures,
and of course, the leisure
activities we have every day of
the year as well as the
gastronomy offered by our

catering establishments.” 
Participating in the event are

venues Hotel Balcón de Europa,
Plaza Cavana, Nerja Club Hotel,
Rosas de Capistrano, Marinas de
Nerja, MB Boutique, Jimesol,
Toboso Apartments, Parador de

Nerja and Villa Flamenca.  
Commenting on the campaign,

President of the Commonwealth
of Municipalities of Costa del
Sol, Gregorio Campos, said, “our
purpose is that Axarquia-Costa
del Sol is known all over the

world. We must be a favourite
among visitors when considering
a vacation”.  He added he thought
the contest would make the
winners “come again and that
they will recommend it as a
destination to friends and family.”
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ALMUÑECAR is set to
have three new bilingual
schools: Virgen de la
Antigua, La Santa Cruz
and Río Verde.

This news was
announced by the
Andalucian government’s
Director General of
Innovation and the
Delegate for Education in
their recent visit to the
city.

These three new centres
will be part of the 17 set to
open over the course of
this parliament in the
province, as part of the
Provincial Network of
Plurilingualism

The city’s new schools
will open between 2017
and 2018. The area already
has bilingual schools, San
Miguel and the IES Al
Andalus, as well as Las
Gaviotas Public School in
La Herradura.

The Provincial Network
of Plurilingualism is a
project that already
reaches 137 public centres
and offers lessons taught
in foreign languages, such
as French, German or
English.

wThe province of
Andalucia has more than
400,000 students enrolled
in centres belonging to the
network and more than
11,000 bilingual teachers.

Three
language
centres to
open

By Sally Underwood

Couples win tourism competition
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Q & A

How often do you read the EWN?
Every week
Regularly
Monthly
On occasions
Very rarely

Which sections of the EWN do you
read?
Local News
General Features
Business
Leapy Lee
Other columnists
Television
Horoscopes
Time Out
Letters
Health & Beauty
Food/Social Scene
Homes & Gardens
Community
Classified
Motoring
Sport

What do you THINK of the EWN? 
...........................................................
...........................................................

What do you EXPECT from the
EWN? 
...........................................................
...........................................................

What would you like to CHANGE
about the EWN?
...........................................................
...........................................................
...........................................................

How long do you spend reading
the EWN?
Up to 10 minutes
Up to 30 minutes
Up to 45 minutes
One hour or more

Do you find it difficult or easy to
pick up your copy?
...........................................................
...........................................................

Where do you usually pick up your
copy?
...........................................................
...........................................................
...........................................................

Do you have a suggested new
distribution point?
...........................................................
...........................................................
...........................................................
...........................................................

Where do you primarily get your
daily news from?
Television
Radio
Newspaper
Internet

What device do you browse the
internet on?
Desktop computer
Laptop
Tablet
Mobile phone
Smart TV

What time do you normally
browse the internet? 
Morning
Afternoon
Evening
All day

How often do you visit the
www.euroweeklynews.com
website? 
More than once a day
Once a day
Once a week
Once a month
Never

Do you subscribe to our daily
news bulletins to your email
inbox via the
www.euroweeklynews.com
website? 
Yes
No

Do you follow Euro Weekly News
on social media – Select those
that apply… 

You and the EWNMINUTE
READER 
SURVEY8

YOUR DETAILS
Full name

........................................................

........................................................

........................................................

Town

........................................................

Province

........................................................

Landline/Mobile

........................................................

........................................................

Email

........................................................

Tick box if you do not wish your personal details
to be shared with third parties or to receive
promotional information or special offers.   

By post:
2017 Survey, Euro Weekly News, Calle
Moscatel 10, P-62, Poligono Industrial Arroyo
de la Miel, 29631, Benalmadena, Malaga,
Spain

By email:
survey@euroweeklynews.com  

In person:
Nerja - Axarquia - Costa Tropical

Calle Gomez, 5
Nerja
Malaga, Spain

Terms of Entry:
Completed survey forms must reach Euro Weekly
News by noon March 30, 2017 at the latest.  Only
FULLY completed forms received by the final deadline
will be entered into the prize draw. All entrants must
possess a current NIE number, hold a valid driving
licence and must be aged 18 or over.  Only one entry
per person is allowed. Failure to meet these
requirements will invalidate the entry.  No cash
alternatives.
No employees of EWN Media Group can enter.
The winner will be announced on April 20, 2017.
The winner will be required to take part in any
promotional activity and EWN reserves the
right to use the name of the winner and
photographs in any publicity both in
newspaper and online.
The winner will have to collect the car from the
EWN offices in Benalmadena.  Any expenses
incurred by the winner in collecting the car will
be their own responsibility.
Euro Weekly News takes no responsibility
should the car offered differ from that pictured
here in any way.

Please send
completed surveys:

You and the EWN Online

EWN 2017 WIN-A-CAR SURVEY

Gender
Female
Male

How old are you?
18 – 21
22 – 35
36 – 50
51 – 70
71+

Status
Single
Married
Separated/Divorced
Widowed

Which other local newspapers do you
read?
................................................................
................................................................

How often do you eat out?
Once a week
More than once week
Once a month
Rarely

How long have you been reading the
EWN?
................................................................

Do you have private health insurance?
No
Yes (specify)..........................................

Have you ever used a currency
exchange/money transfer company?
No
Yes (specify)..........................................

Is your telephone
Landline
Mobile
Both
Name of your provider(s) ..................................
.......................................................................

Is your mobile
Contract
Pay as you go
Name of network provider .................................
.......................................................................

What kind of mobile telephone do you
use?
Android
iPhone
Windows
Other (specify) .................................................

Is your internet
Fibre Optic
ADSL
Other (specify) .................................................

How often do you use the internet?
Regularly
Rarely
Never

Which social media sites do you use?
Facebook
Twitter
Instagram
Other (specify) .................................................

The way insurance
should be

Sponsored by
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WELCOME to the 2017 Euro Weekly News Reader
Survey.  We are continuously examining ways to fur-
ther improve Spain’s leading English-language news-
paper and we want you, the reader, to take part.

Fill in this simple survey which will help us make de-
cisions about the content and structure of the EWN in
the future.

It does not matter whether you are a regular or casu-
al reader, nor do you have to agree with our firm belief
that we are the best. All of your opinions will help us to
improve what we offer both readers and advertisers in
the future across all six editions of the newspaper wide-
ly distributed each week from Valencia to Costa del
Sol, as well as Mallorca and inland.

What’s more, if you fully complete the survey in to-
day’s issue, which will be republished until March 23,
2017, or answer it online and send it back  to us no lat-
er than March 30, 2017, then you stand the chance of
winning this brand new car in our prize draw.  

So what are you waiting for?

Grab your pen or log on to our website and say
what you like, want to read about, and how you
would like the Euro Weekly News to improve.

Your chance to Win a Car

Only one entry per person

THE GRAND PRIZE:
Dacia Sandero 

Ambiance 
1.1 litre 75cv, 
Glacier white

Worth €10,456

An opportunity to have your say
You don’t have to say you love us to win

Enter online at 

www.euroweeklynews.com

click on READER SURVEY

YOU COULD WIN A CAR 

will insure the car for
12 months

Celebratory Lunch or Dinner
to remember for 2 peopleFREE



ALTHOUGH there is regular criticism
of the activities of the House of Lords
and calls for its abolition, it has to be
said that whilst the House of Commons
effectively gave Prime Minister Theresa
May carte blanche on Article 50 the
Lords are looking feistier. 

With no majority in ‘the other place’,
the Conservative government has to ex-
pect some opposition to the bill concern-
ing Article 50 although Labour leader
Lady Smith has gone on record saying
that it is highly unlikely that the Lords
will try to block a late March trigger.

What does however appear likely is
that with 200 peers wanting to speak on
the matter that one major area will con-
cern the guarantee of resident status for
all those from the European Union who
were in the UK prior to the referendum.

If this does go back to the Commons
and the amendment is accepted (al-
though the same amendment brought by
an MP was rejected previously) then this
may bring comfort for British passport
holders living in EU member states as
they could reasonably anticipate a simi-
lar commitment from the EU.

In the same way that you don’t expect
turkeys to vote for Christmas, many
peers fear that if they are too obstructive
to the government, action will be taken
to dissolve the House and bring in an al-
ternative and this has been inferred in
warnings from Conservative ministers.

Threats however have not deterred
former Labour minister Lord Hain or the
ever present Lord Mandelson from sug-
gesting a more vigor-
ous opposition and the
latest former politician
Tony Blair has also
joined in, saying that it
is his “mission” to try
to persuade the British
people to rise up against
the decision to leave the
EU.

As Mr Blair certainly
divides much of the pop-
ulation, many of whom
believe that he took

Britain into Iraq based on falsehoods
Brexiteers appear to be pleased that he
has joined in as they consider that his
comments will have the opposite effect
on what he hopes to achieve.

Time will tell whether ‘the Ayes have
it’ when the vote is taken in the Lords at
the beginning of March.

BREXIT PAGE
By John Smith
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A NUMBER of Members
of the European Parliament
(MEPs) from different
countries have been vocal in
comments to European and
British media warning that
if Prime Minister May ex-
pects to divide and conquer
or blackmail a soft exit then
she will be disappointed.

From an early stage, Mrs
May has warned the EU
that if negotiations are diffi-
cult and if Britain is being
given a difficult time, then
she will simply walk away,
regardless of whether any
agreement is in place and in
such a scenario, she has
warned that member states
will suffer.

These MEPs however
have said that there will be a
united front and Britain
could be surprised at the re-
sponse from the European
Parliament if it tries to
threaten or bully it.

Brussels
will not
surrender

Spirited Lords to debate Brexit

TONY BLAIR at
the European
Parliament.
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FLOR ALMON, the mayor of Motril, has tak-
en part in the first forum organised by the
councils of Motril and Granada.

The meeting was designed to strengthen re-
lations and establish stronger local economies
and culture. 

The cities are closer now than ever and in-
tend to continue to grow and strengthen ties
that will benefit mutual development.  The
meeting, which was held in Granada, served to
draw up a plan of action and generate a space
for debate.

Ms Almon said: “This meeting will benefit
the development of the province. The main ob-
jective for all is to generate wealth and em-
ployment.”  

Granada’s mayor, Francisco Cuenca, de-
scribed this first forum as ‘a historic meeting’
in which it is the responsibility of institutions
“to create alliances for the development of the
province.”

New mayor
ALEJANDRO HER-
RERO has become Frig-
iliana’s new mayor, fol-
lowing a motion by four
PSOE councillors, sup-
ported by three council-
lors from the Andalucian
Municipal Group. 

Water boost
TORROX COUNCIL
has worked with
Aqualia to create a new
water supply point.  The
development will see
water pressure improve
and fewer leaks which
will in turn save water.

New spaces
NERJA Council is remov-
ing the eight spaces re-
served for councillors in
the Balcon de Europa
Municipal Car Park.  The
area will instead be used
to create new spaces for
those with reduced mobil-
ity.

NEWS EXTRA Motril teams up
with Granada
By Sally Underwood

THE empty nursery, El In-
genio in Trapiche, is to be
filled following a decision
to allow 11 businesses to
set up in the space.

Maria Jose Roberto,
Velez-Malaga’s councillor
for Enterprise and Em-
ployment, explained, “ex-
pectations have been met
and the nursery will have
100 per cent occupancy,”
adding “the selection has
given priority to economic
viability, the potential for
creation of employment
and innovative character in
the municipality.”

The decision was made
by representatives of the
Confederation of Busi-
nessmen of Malaga, the
Chamber of Commerce,
the Public Foundation An-
dalucia, the Junta de An-
dalucia and Ms Jose
Roberto.  They considered
17 businesses who wanted
to occupy the space. 

El Ingenio, Trapiche
will now house newly cre-
ated companies on a tem-
porary basis and provide
them with the necessary
services to succeed.  

Of the 11 businesses one
creates cosmetic products
from avocado oil, one is a
beverage manufacturer and
one is a photographer.

Growing
brand new
businesses
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JOINING FORCES: Mayor Francisco Cuenca (L) and Mayor Flor Almon (R).
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LITTLE Leo is on his way to the States! The four-year-old was de-
clared well enough to make the journey to the treatment centre in
Oklahoma. Under the guidance of Dr Andrew Chang, Leo will un-
dergo proton therapy. It’s the only treatment that will reduce the dam-
age to his brain and hopefully kill off the tumours.

Mum Karen told EWN: “Part of me is feeling nervous and anxious
as we are going into the unknown to a country far away, but as the
days pass I am more and more positive. We are doing the right thing.”

Leo has been given his chance by the surgeons at Alder Hey. One of
the best-known children’s hospitals in the UK, they were able to re-
move the cancerous tumours that keep coming back inside his brain.

“I am sure we have made the right decision giving Leo the best
chance at having a normal life,” says Karen.

She admits the medical team’s reports have not been easy to under-
stand and believes what was worrying the surgeons before his opera-
tion - nodules near the tumours - have now been cut out.

“From what I understand these nodules have been removed, includ-
ing the suspicious one that the doctors were worried about. Hopefully

I will get confirmation that Leo has a clear scan with noth-
ing suspicious, but I am trying not to get too excited.”

Keeping her spirits up over such a long period has not
been easy, she admits.

“I was having a couple of down days, every-
thing getting on top of me, living out of a suit-
case and trying to organise a million things. 

“Maybe it was the depressing English
weather, and comments from people who
don’t mean anything but I’m not going to let
them get me down anymore.”

Leo is making the trip with his older sister Sofia
to try to make the atmosphere around him as normal as
possible and make up for the time they’ve lost together
during his prolonged bouts of treatment.

Once in Oklahoma his treatment will start almost
immediately, and, the family hope, impact less on him
as he tries to recover.

“Seeing Leo go through one of the most ag-
gressive forms of chemotherapy that exists was
very difficult, one of the worst things for a parent
to witness,” says Karen.

“During proton therapy Leo might only have a
bit of nausea and a headache during treatment
which is a breeze compared to the chemo.”

How long it will take before the success of the
proton treatment can be gauged, won’t be clear for
some time. 

If young Leo is not too ill, then the family hope
they can actually enjoy some aspects of life in the
USA.

Says Karen: “We hope that he can actually enjoy
his stay in the USA and still have some fun, despite
having his treatment.”
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Leo en route to his
treatment in the USA

KAREN’S BROTHER: Giving the thumbs up.

UK account • Bank: Royal Bank of Scotland
Account Name: Alda Keefe

Account Number: 17485819 • Sort Code: 16-24-06

His treat-
ment will

start 
almost 

immediately.

RAISING FUNDS: People in the UK helped out.

Spanish account • Bank: Banco Sabadell
Account Name: Leo James Bermejo
Account Number: ES69 0081 0597 0900 0602 1116 • Swift: BSAB ESBB
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THE Phoenix Social Club is planning
a weekend in Morocco from May 5-7
with plans to visit Chefchaouen, Fez
and Asilah.

On the first day the group will em-
bark on a fast catamaran to Tarifa and
on arrival, once border procedures
have been completed, will continue
on to  the picturesque vi l lage of
Chefchaouen where there will be a
brief visit with a local guide. After
this it’s on to Fez where the group
will arrive at the Hotel Sofia.  

The second day, after breakfast,
there will be a tour of Fez with a lo-
cal guide including highlights such as
Los Zocos: The Mellah, The Doors of
the Wall, Dar El Makhzen and Plaza

Neyyarin. There will also be some
free time in the afternoon before din-
ner and overnight at the hotel.

After breakfast, the group will de-
par t  on day three heading for  the
coastal city of Asilah, where on ar-
rival there will be some free time to
stroll through the Alcazaba near the
sea and wander in its many shops.
Then i t ’s  on to  Tangier  where the
group will return on the fast catama-
ran to Tarifa.

The cost  of  the t r ip  is  €225 per
person with a €35 single supplement.
Included in the pr ice is  the coach
from Algarrobo, the catamaran, coach
in Morocco, half board hotel accom-
modation, a quarter bottle of wine

and water with dinner. Gratuities are
not included and travel insurance is
mandatory. There will be pick ups in
Algarrobo and Torre del Mar.

For more information on any of the
trips or events call Gail on 951 067
723 ,  email phoenixsocialclub@ya
hoo.co.uk or visit  www.phoenixso
cialclub.co.uk.

The Phoenix club is a registered
charitable organisation which raises
funds for three local charities and
SSAFA in the UK.  I t  meets every
Tuesday between 12pm and 2pm at
Bar  La Vega in Torre del  Mar and
you can book or pay from 12.15pm
onwards.   Do pop in and meet  the
group.

Phoenix trip to Morocco

Lux Mundi Torre del Mar
BOTH centres of Lux Mundi,
Fuengirola and Torre del Mar,
have organised a five
day/four night excursion to
Valencia from May 5-12.

Leaving Malaga’s Maria
Zambrano Station at 4.35pm
on the Monday travelling on
the AVE the group arrives in
Valencia at 9.05pm and will
stay at the four-star hotel Eu-
rostars Rey Don Jaime on a
bed and breakfast basis.

The hotel is situated near
one of the main attractions in
Valencia, the City of Arts and
Sciences, and the historic
centre is within easy reach.

On the Tuesday and Thurs-
day there will plenty of time
to explore Valencia, to see the
cathedral, to visit Oceano-
graphic, the Bioparc and the
many museums. 

On Wednesday, after break-
fast, the group will travel to

the Albufera Natural Park and
on arrival will take a boat trip
on the lake which is the
largest in Spain. This is one
of the most important wetland
areas in the Iberian Peninsula
and rare species of wading
birds and a rich variety of
wildlife can be seen. Also in-
cluded is a traditional Valen-
cian paella lunch in a local
restaurant.

On Friday there will be
more free time in Valencia
until the group leaves the ho-
tel at 4pm for the return jour-
ney to Malaga on the AVE,
arriving back at 9.51pm.

The price per person in a
double room is €403 and
€455 per person in a single
room and a €140 deposit is
required. Included in the price
is all transfers from local pick
up points (in both Fuengirola
and Torre del Mar) to and
from Malaga station, tourist
class on the AVE, transfers to
and from Valencia station,
four nights b&b in the hotel,
the excursion to Albufera and
travel insurance. 

For more information
please contact the centres:
Fuengirola 952 474 840 or
Torre del Mar 952 543 334.

The trip will
include a visit

to Albufera Nat-
ural Park and a
boat trip on the

lake which is the
largest in Spain.
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NO matter where you are in the world,
reaching the age of 21 means a party is a
must!

When you’re one of Spain’s premier cur-
rency transfer providers and you’ve hit 21,
then you can be loud and proud about it.

Currencies Direct hosted their party,
alongside their long-time media partners,
EWN, at Marbella’s fantastic Puente Ro-
mano Beach Resort & Spa.

The venue was Joe’s Bar with oversight
on everything from the ambience to the
wonderful canapés and drink, in the mar-
vellous hands of Group Corporate Director
John Thomson.

The guest list featured friends, family,
and treasured and long-time clients and
customers of both companies, who came
from all over the Costa del Sol.

Their host on a wonderful night of cele-
bration was Currencies Direct Southern
Europe director, Peter Loveday and his
team.

Peter spoke of the company’s rise from

small seeds to an enterprise with 14 offices
in Spain, and a product which means “we
buy in huge volumes at great rates and we
pass these benefits onto our clients.”

He generously took time out not only to
thank everyone for coming, but also asked
everyone to spare a thought for little Leo
Bermejo, from Almeria, who has so brave-
ly been battling his cancer.

“So many people in the community have
helped this little family. The way people
have rallied round to raise money and help
Leo is just marvellous,” he said.

Leo’s brave battle has featured promi-
nently in EWN and in our hearts, as he
takes his trip to the US, hopefully for the
treatment that will rid him once and for all
of the cancer that has plagued his young
life.

After Peter’s generous speech, EWN’s
managing director Michel Euesden had a
surprise in the form of a giant birthday cake
- so large it had to be wheeled in - to wish
the company many more years of success.

It was accompanied after a chorus of
‘Happy Birthday’ by a salute from two can-

Currencies Di
their 21st a

By Simon Firth

MR MAPH: Made it a celebration to remember.

M o r e  p i c t u r e s  o f  t h i s  f a n t a s t i c  e v e n t  o n
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nons which fired orange confetti and mini-eu-
ro notes into the air!

On such a wonderful night, you want your
choice of music to make it a celebration to re-
member. 

This was achieved with the stunning vocals
of Mr Maph and Simone Lisa.

The couple have been together for more
than 30 years providing amazing solo and
duet pieces for R&B, Soul, Reggae… you
name it and they have it in their marvellous
repertoire. From the driving vocals of Ike and
Tina Turner’s Nutbush City Limits to Bob
Marley’s greatest, it’s all there.

They were supported by Marbella-based
entertainer Antony Wolfson and his inimitable
take on the Presley greats. 

He’s a man who is neither a tribute artist
nor an impersonator, but a singer who lives
and breathes the songs of his great hero Elvis.
When you’ve been praised by the great man’s
wife, you can’t go higher than that. 

Topping off the musical offerings were
several from Steve Cline, including Neil Dia-
mond’s Sweet Caroline. The thunderous ap-
plause after every act showed just what an ap-

preciative audience was there on the night.
This quartet made it a night that will live long
in the memory.

In keeping with the business of the hosts on
such a wonderful evening, the guests were
greeted by two giant balloon structures, one a
euro and the other a pound sign.

Guests were generously supplied with
money and although it was fake on this oc-
casion, it did mean entitlement to cock-
tails throughout the evening!

When you’ve turned 21, you want a
night to remember…everyone at
Puente Romano joined in the Happy
Birthday salute to their hosts, Cur-
rencies Direct, taking away memo-
ries of a great night on the Costa del
Sol… here’s to the next 21
years!!!!

irect celebrate
anniversary

n  o u r  w e b s i t e  w w w. e u r o w e e k l y n e w s . c o m
Photographs by Ricardo Saavedra



A SWEDISH football striker is
one of  three people jai led for
match-fixing. The case followed
a complaint from the Norwegian
Football Association. 

Milk study
A SWEDISH study claims that
drinking too much milk could
shorten your life. Women who
drink at  least  three glasses of
mi lk  per  day  wi th  l i t t l e  f ru i t
and veg, are three times more
likely to die earlier than those
who drink one glass of milk a
day.

Offensive plates
A SWEDISH man has had two of
his latest attempts to create his
own personalised number plates
denied after it was deemed they
were offensive when the letter and
number combinations were reflect-
ed in a mirror.

Horny beer
A NEW beer from a Swedish mi-
crobrewery has become an
overnight success selling out with-
in a day. It could be due to its un-
usual name; Katol, which roughly
translates as ‘horny beer.’

DANISH band Lukas Graham per-
formed at the 59th Grammy Awards
in Los Angeles, USA, but despite be-
ing nominated in three categories,
failed to pick up any awards.

Happy 100th
MORE Danes are  reaching
the ripe old age of 100. Last
year  saw 1,143 Danes
celebrate  their  100th
bir thday with bet ter
childhoods and friend-
l ier  workplaces  be-
lieved to be the reason
behind why people are
living longer.

Homeless numbers
A COUNT of the homeless people on

Copenhagen’s streets revealed that 41
were foreign and just three were
Danish. Copenhagen municipality
said many of the foreign homeless
are in Denmark illegally and so can-

not assist them. 

City roadworks
COPENHAGEN seems to

be a city of roadworks
with figures showing
that last year nearly
11,000 digging per-
mits were granted in
the city, an increase
of 18 per cent on the
previous year.

DENMARK

THE most recent poll has shown
that 64 per cent of Germans want a
new Chancellor after the election
to replace Angela Merkel following
12 years in office.

Bavaria boost
BAVARIA is enjoying a tourism re-
vival with more tourists than ever.
For the first time, 90 million beds

were booked in hotels and guest
houses in the region in 2016.

Outback death
AN elderly German couple have
died in the Australian outback after
becoming disorientated. The cou-
ple had been missing for days and
were found near Alice Springs as
temperatures topped 40 degrees

centigrade.

Fake news
TWO people are being investigated
amid claims they made up a story
about dozens of Arab men rioting
and sexually assaulting women in
Frankfurt. Interviews with alleged
witnesses led to doubts over what
had happened.

A BELGIAN man has scooped
€23.5 million on the Euromillions
lottery. He is the first major jack-
pot winner in the country for 2017.

Fighting force
ESTIMATIONS predict that by
2028, Belgium will have lost a quar-
ter of its fighting forces. That’s ac-
cording to the military trade union.

Active workers
THE Flemish government has

launched a campaign to get more
employees to exercise at work and
is set to advise companies on the
issue and how to get workers more
active.

Bad air
AIR quality in Belgium is below
par and not what it should be, with
levels exceeding the European
alert level of 50 microgrammes
per cubic metre in some places
with Flanders and Antwerp the
worst affected.

Grammy performance 
BELGIUM

Winning ticket

GERMANY

New chancellor
SPRING has sprung early as
many parts of the country basked
in above average temperatures,
just a week after snow. In Maas-
tricht, the temperature reached
17 degrees, compared to the av-
erage six degrees for this time of
year.

Worker arrest
A MAN who spent more than 15
years working in child care has
been arrested on charges of pos-
sessing child pornography.   

Street harassment
HOLLAND’S Labour party
wants to make it a criminal of-
fence to sexually harass women
in the street with fines of up to
€8,200 for offenders.

Cat’s travels
A CAT which went missing from
Tilburg in August has reportedly
been found in Austria. It was
found and taken to a vet who lo-
cated its owner thanks to its mi-
crochip.

NETHERLANDS

Early spring

SWEDEN

Match fixing

RIOTS broke out in a suburb of Paris following the al-
leged rape of a black youth with a police baton. Presi-
dent François Hollande has condemned the riots but said
justice must be served of what happened.

Skiers killed
FOUR skiers were killed following an avalanche in the
town of Albertville in the Alps. The avalanche, some
400m wide, is believed to have been set off by a group
of skiers higher up the mountain.

Obesity rates
THE country’s childhood obesity rates are stable or declin-
ing according to the French Ministry of Health. According
to a study, 18.1 per cent of French children were considered
overweight, significantly less than the European average. 

No hacking
RUSSIA has denied that it was behind media attacks of
presidential hopeful Emmanuel Macron. A Kremlin
spokesperson said: “We do not have any intention of inter-
fering in the internal affairs of other countries.”

FRANCE

Rape riots
A CONSORTIUM of companies are backing research
which focuses on the development of new technologies
for bio-plastics and recycling of plastics packaging. Cur-
rently, over 60 per cent of plastic packaging is recycled
in Norway.  

Hit and run
A DRIVER has been arrested after hitting a six-year-old
girl and then fleeing the scene. She was on her way to
school at the time and was taken to hospital for checks.

Drugs ban
NORWEGIAN cross-country skier Therese Johaug,
aged 28, has been suspended from the sport for 13
months after testing positive for steroids.

Child welfare
NORWAY’S Child Welfare Service is being criticised
for the number of children it puts into care. A total of
1,664 children were taken into care in 2014 and in the
last year eight cases have been taken up by the European
Court of Human Rights.

NORWAY

More recycling
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LUKAS GRAHAM: Failed to pick up any awards.

Photo by Wikimedia



By John Smith

BACK to the coffee house is the
instruction that Lloyds of London
has effectively given to i ts  800
strong staff as it has banned the
drinking of alcohol between the
hours of 9am and 5pm.

Original ly  set  up in  Edward
Lloyd’s coffee house in the 17th
century,  i t  became the world’s
largest  insurer  and some of the
deals  were s t ruck over  fa i r ly
boozy lunches, but the organisa-
tion now intends to ensure that its

staff are not influenced by the ‘de-
mon drink.’

One of the reasons for the deci-
sion is because in a survey of inter-
nal grievance and disciplinary cas-
es, a high percentage were fuelled

by or related to alcohol and the em-
ployer now wants to ensure that its
policies are in accord with other in-
dustries.

Certainly at one time every senior
employee of the Royal Mail, apart

from being a member of the Territo-
rial Army), had their own drinks
cupboard in their rooms which
ranged from antique wood to metal
lockers in their rooms, but that was
stopped many years ago.

Ironically and perhaps irritatingly
for Lloyds’ staff, independent bro-
kers and underwriters who work in
the same building will not be sub-
ject to the ban.

The organisation is also gearing
up for Brexit and has already an-
nounced that it will be moving some
of its staff to new offices in Europe.

AFTER saying that it  has treated the
100,000 signature petition calling for the
withdrawal of the new £5 note due to use
of tallow with “utmost seriousness,” the
Bank of England has announced that it
will continue to issue that note regard-
less.

In addition, having already spent £24
million (€28.25 million) on production,
it will also go ahead with the release of
the equally ‘tainted’ new £10 bank note
in September of this year.

The bank argues that only a very small
amount of tallow is used in the process of
production, which is a bit like arguing
that there is only a bit of pig in crackling!

By John Smith

GENERAL MOTORS (GM)
which owns the Opel and Vaux-
hall car brands has indicated that
despite both companies turning in
regular losses over the years,
there is a possibility that a French
group may be interested in taking
them over.

The PSA Group, makers of
Citroen and Peugeot cars works
with GM on a number of projects
in Europe and is currently the
third largest manufacturer in Eu-
rope, behind Renault-Nissan

which has recently recorded in-
creased sales and Volkswagen.

Vauxhall currently employs
4,500 staff in the UK, but unions
estimate that a further 30,000
people worked in occupations
connected with Vauxhall and its
vehicles.

The French company is partly
owned by the state, but also has
investment from the Peugeot
family as well as a Chinese vehi-
cle manufacturer and if a sale was
to be agreed, the new company
would become Europe’s number
two producers of vehicles.

Going Greek
WHILST the International Mon-
etary Fund warns about the con-
tinued fragility of the Greek
economy and invites the Euro-
pean Union to give more finan-
cial assistance, creditors have
previously indicated that nothing
is likely to be available to assist
Greece until 2018.

Bank rate
THE chairperson of the US Fed-
eral Reserve Janet Yellen has in-
dicated to Congress that it would
probably be sound economic
sense to increase the base rate of
interest in the USA in the not too
distant future following a De-
cember 2016 increase. 

Alleged fraud 
ACCUSATIONS of corruption
will not disappear as far as the
ruling Partido Popular of re-elect-
ed Mariano Rajoy is concerned
as the president of Murcia has
been accused of alleged fraud
and bribery, whilst the former
mayor of Cartagena has been ac-
cused of using public funds to
underwrite a digital newspaper
which promoted her in a positive
light.

AFTER the publicised shortage of vegetables in
the UK and bacon in the US, the next possible
consumer problem could be with milk and yoghurt
according to French global company Danone.

There isn’t likely be a shortage of the dairy

product, but prices of milk have risen by 9 per
cent in the last year which means that the owner
of the Activia and Actimel brands will be keep-
ing a close watch on the escalating price of the
‘white stuff.’

is the profit that Lloyds of London declared for the 2015
accounting year and it is on course to exceed this when

2016 profits are announced later this year.

Quote of the Week
Good for jobs and businesses in Europe and Canada. Voted in favour of
CETA.” Jyrki Katainen, European Commission vice-president for jobs,

growth, investment and competitiveness on trade deal with Canada.

£2.1 billion (€2.47 billion)

£5 updateBooze ban at Lloyds of London

Increasing price of milk
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is the total forecast tax income to be collected by the Spanish government in 2017, an in-
crease of 7.8 per cent over 2016 forecasts.
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GENERAL MOTORS: The Astra in production.

Opel and Vauxhall sale BUSINESS EXTRA
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€202.593 billion



3M 182,950 -0,25% -0,460 109M
AMERICAN EXPRESS 79,7100 +0,25% 0,2000 71M
APPLE 135,720 +0,28% 0,375 710M
BOEING CO 172,710 +1,11% 1,900 105M
CATERPILLAR 98,850 +0,60% 0,590 57M
CHEVRON 110,33 -0,32% -0,35 207M
CISCO SYSTEMS 33,740 +0,42% 0,140 169M
COCA-COLA 41,23 +0,07% 0,03 177M
DU PONT(EI) DE NMR 77,4900 -0,39% -0,3000 66M
EXXON MOBIL 81,76 -0,66% -0,54 338M
GENERAL ELECTRIC 30,3700 -0,26% -0,0800 267M
GOLDMAN SACHS 250,38 +0,38% 0,94 99M
HOME DEPOT 143,0000 +1,03% 1,4600 173M
IBM 180,67 -0,42% -0,76 171M
INTEL CORP 36,4800 +0,19% 0,0700 172M
J.P.MORGAN CHASE 90,2300 -0,33% -0,3000 323M
JOHNSON & JOHNSON 118,8600 +0,66% 0,7800 322M
MC DONALD'S CORP 127,8000 +0,87% 1,1000 104M
MERCK AND CO. NEW 65,39 +0,20% 0,13 179M
MICROSOFT 64,620 +0,15% 0,100 497M
NIKE 56,75 +0,82% 0,46 74M
PFIZER 33,6200 +0,00% 0,0000 203M
PROCTER AND GAMBLE 91,090 +0,33% 0,300 232M
TRAVELERS CIES 121,95 +0,13% 0,16 34M
UNITED TECHNOLOGIE 112,15 +0,07% 0,08 90M
UNITEDHEALTH GROUP 157,62 -3,68% -6,03 149M
VERIZON COMMS 49,19 +1,51% 0,73 199M
VISA 87,46 +0,06% 0,05 161M
WAL-MART STORES 69,3700 +0,73% 0,5000 212M
WALT DISNEY CO 110,0600 -0,59% -0,6500 173M

Kleinwort Benson Elite PCC Ltd

Land Securities Group 1,033.50 -20.50 -1.94 8,318.63
Legal & General Group 245.00 1.00 0.41 14,624.98
Lloyds Banking Group ORD 66.40 -0.46 -0.69 47,998.84
London Stock Exchange Grp 1,645.00 -3,130.00 -100.00 10,926.06
Micro Focus International 0.00 0.00 0.00 5,007.57
Mediclinic International 375.00 -828.00 -100.00 6,100.69
Merlin Entertainments 0.00 0.00 0.00 4,969.34
Marks & Spencer Group 343.15 17.65 5.42 5,361.60
Mondi 1,837.50 -21.50 -1.16 8,934.19
Morrison (Wm) Supermarkets 253.00 4.10 1.65 5,822.49
National Grid 963.00 1.80 0.19 35,953.37
Next 3,750.00 -102.00 -2.65 5,664.62
Old Mutual Group 209.00 -7.10 -3.29 10,722.61
Provident Financial 0.00 0.00 0.00 4,094.79
Paddy Power Betfair 0.00 0.00 0.00 7,051.35
Prudential 1,557.50 -56.50 -3.50 42,060.10
Persimmon 1,935.00 -76.00 -3.78 6,207.64
Pearson 669.50 1.00 0.15 5,429.05
Reckitt Benckiser Group 7,080.00 -20.00 -0.28 48,312.66
Royal Bank of Scotland Group 238.50 -3.90 -1.61 28,789.46
Royal Dutch Shell 2,145.00 50.00 2.39 94,025.63
Royal Dutch Shell 2,229.00 43.50 1.99 83,355.81
RELX 1,464.50 -19.50 -1.31 15,921.27
Rio Tinto 3,606.00 6.50 0.18 50,143.10
Royal Mail 424.00 13.40 3.26 4,100.00
Rolls-Royce Group 703.25 37.25 5.59 12,752.19
Randgold Resources 7,340.00 -45.00 -0.61 6,886.09
RSA Insurance Group 300.00 -581.50 -100.00 5,995.31
Sainsbury (J) 245.00 -23.40 -8.72 5,845.49
Schroders 1,550.00 -3,069.00 -100.00 6,882.38
Sage Group (The) 348.50 -633.50 -100.00 6,864.98
Shire 4,845.00 9.00 0.19 43,086.30
Smurfit Kappa Group 2,187.50 -49.50 -2.21 5,206.92
Sky 995.00 0.00 0.00 17,155.79
Standard Life 355.00 -12.20 -3.32 7,274.92
Smiths Group 745.00 -1,514.00 -100.00 6,038.40
Smith & Nephew 1,196.00 -7.00 -0.58 10,573.87
SSE 1,535.00 11.00 0.72 15,494.89
Standard Chartered 782.50 9.50 1.23 26,544.80
St James's Place 400.00 -1,090.00 -100.00 5,776.15
Severn Trent 2,327.50 17.50 0.76 5,423.67
Tesco 196.40 0.65 0.33 16,088.06
TUI AG 1,193.50 69.50 6.18 6,580.70
Taylor Wimpey 176.60 -0.90 -0.51 5,786.59
Unilever 3,792.50 -4.50 -0.12 42,963.80
United Utilities Group 938.00 -13.00 -1.37 6,454.07
Vodafone Group 197.50 -0.50 -0.25 52,785.32
Wolseley 2,400.00 -4,991.00 -100.00 12,709.08
Worldpay Group 131.00 -267.20 -100.00 5,400.00
WPP Group 1,896.00 -4.00 -0.21 24,208.15
Whitbread 3,750.00 -186.00 -4.73 7,231.39

Most Advanced
LMI Aerospace, Inc. $ 13.66 4.47 ▲ 48.64%
GSI Technology, Inc. $ 6.99 1.27 ▲ 22.20%
SunPower Corporation $ 7.89 1.13 ▲ 16.72%
Fate Therapeutics, Inc. $ 3.93 0.54 ▲ 15.93%
Cohu, Inc. $ 15.72 2.08 ▲ 15.25%
Universal Electronics Inc. $ 72.65 9.55 ▲ 15.13%
Connecture, Inc. $ 2.212 0.222 ▲ 11.16%
The Kraft Heinz Company $ 96.65 9.37 ▲ 10.74%
Corium International, Inc. $ 3.84 0.33 ▲ 9.40%
Encore Wire Corporation $ 47.85 4.10 ▲ 9.37%
Nabriva Therapeutics AG $ 10.82 0.87 ▲ 8.74%

Most Declined
Icahn Enterprises L.P. $ 2.29 0.41 ▼ 15.19%
Impinj, Inc. $ 31.17 4.19 ▼ 11.85%
Monotype Imaging Holdings Inc. $ 21.40 2.20 ▼ 9.32%
Gibraltar Industries, Inc. $ 40.30 4 ▼ 9.03%
Marchex, Inc. $ 2.80 0.27 ▼ 8.79%
Huron Consulting Group Inc. $ 42.60 4 ▼ 8.58%
Orexigen Therapeutics, Inc. $ 4.38 0.30 ▼ 6.41%
Zynerba Pharmaceuticals, Inc. $ 21.23 1.41 ▼ 6.23%
Bel Fuse Inc. $ 29.90 1.80 ▼ 5.68%
Avis Budget Group, Inc. $ 33.76 2 ▼ 5.59%
Credit Acceptance Corporation $ 191.99 10.41 ▼ 5.14%

CCOMPANYOMPANY PPRICERICE((PP)) CCHANGEHANGE((PP)) % C% CHGHG.. NNETET VVOLOL

DOW JONES
CLOSING PRICES FEBRUARY 20

Anglo American 1,345.00 0.00 0.00 19,203.73
Associated British Foods 2,840.50 231.50 8.87 20,330.19
Admiral Group 1,790.00 -58.00 -3.14 5,308.86
Ashtead Group 1,733.00 29.00 1.70 8,546.74
Antofagasta 842.50 5.50 0.66 8,364.99
Aviva 495.00 -3.40 -0.68 20,431.48
AstraZeneca 4,545.50 -49.50 -1.08 57,247.52
BAE Systems 608.50 2.00 0.33 19,169.56
Babcock International Group 907.50 12.00 1.34 4,542.79
Barclays 237.50 0.50 0.21 40,377.81
British American Tobacco 4,997.50 -6.50 -0.13 92,780.57
Barratt Developments 516.25 -4.25 -0.82 5,205.96
British Land Co 606.00 -4.00 -0.66 6,255.80
BHP Billiton 1,410.00 15.50 1.11 29,864.70
Bunzl 1,050.00 -2,162.00 -100.00 7,188.74
BP 447.50 1.50 0.34 87,343.71
Burberry Group 1,713.50 53.50 3.22 7,221.83
BT Group 311.00 -5.10 -1.61 31,124.51
Coca-Cola HBC 1,000.00 -1,989.00 -100.00 6,944.30
Carnival 4,317.50 14.50 0.34 9,330.68
Centrica 230.00 -2.60 -1.12 12,898.77
Compass Group 1,455.00 -18.00 -1.22 23,810.00
Capita Group (The) 519.50 -2.50 -0.48 3,442.45
Croda International 1,625.00 -3,408.00 -100.00 4,437.49
CRH 1,300.00 -2,753.00 -100.00 23,016.34
Convatec Group Ord 10p Wi 0.00 0.00 0.00 4,539.13
Dixons Carphone 162.50 -301.20 -100.00 3,488.43
DCC 3,425.00 -6,780.00 -100.00 6,036.17
Diageo 2,262.50 -10.50 -0.46 56,814.65
Direct Line Insurance Group 368.50 14.60 4.13 4,908.75
Experian 796.50 -1,608.00 -100.00 15,063.54
easyJet 955.00 -8.50 -0.88 3,779.44
Fresnillo 1,532.50 9.50 0.62 11,082.88
GKN 346.50 -0.80 -0.23 5,951.11
Glencore 324.00 4.55 1.42 46,710.93
GlaxoSmithKline 1,620.00 -19.50 -1.19 79,401.07
Hikma Pharmaceuticals 1,975.00 -59.00 -2.90 4,835.42
Hargreaves Lansdown 750.00 -1,372.00 -100.00 6,460.22
Hammerson 256.00 -564.50 -100.00 4,469.62
HSBC Holdings 704.00 -3.50 -0.49 140,019.65
International Consolidtd Airlns 497.50 -15.50 -3.02 10,740.17
InterContinental Hotels Group 1,400.00 -3,889.00 -100.00 7,649.85
3i Group 335.00 -720.00 -100.00 7,004.11
Imperial Brands 3,700.00 -81.00 -2.14 35,136.75
Informa 0.00 0.00 0.00 5,413.71
Intu Properties 124.50 -273.50 -100.00 3,677.58
Intertek Group 2,000.00 -3,538.00 -100.00 5,680.81
ITV 211.05 5.55 2.70 8,376.88
Johnson Matthey 2,940.50 -121.50 -3.97 5,945.35
Kingfisher 329.00 1.90 0.58 7,362.59

CCOMPANYOMPANY PPRICERICE((PP)) CCHANGEHANGE((PP)) % C% CHGHG.. NNETET VVOLOL

COMPANY PRICE CHANGE NET / %

US dollar ...................................................................1.06214
Japan yen..................................................................120.173
Switzerland franc................................................1.06500
Denmark kroner...................................................7.43358
Norway kroner .....................................................8.85623

MAKE THE MOST OF YOUR MONEY WITH US

See our
advert on
opposite

page

0.85406 1.17086

LONDON - FTSE 100
CLOSING PRICES FEBRUARY 20

Units per €

COMPANY PRICE CHANGE %CHANGE VOLUME

NASDAQ
CLOSING PRICES FEBRUARY 20
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By John Smith

IT appears that the price of ‘premium’ Cham-
pagne in Britain is likely to jump due to Brexit
and UK tax, but it is still possible to purchase a
bottle of supermarket Champagne for less than
£10 (€11.70) and with continued price wars this
should continue.

Whilst many will turn their
noses up at the Champagne from
Aldi or Lidl, it should be re-
membered that  to  be cal led
Champagne it has to go through all
of the requirements of its much more expensive
premium brothers and sisters which begs the
question as to why prices vary so much.

At the end of the day, the long established
Champagne brands such as  Krug,  Moet ,
Bollinger and Tattinger are names that everyone
knows and are therefore associated with quality.
If you are holding a social function, you are far
more likely to serve one of those brands rather

than a Tesco best buy.
The Champagne brands capitalise on this

‘snobbery’ and charge ac-
cordingly and there is no
doubt that they have in-

vested huge amounts of money into their
properties, their grapes and their marketing,
so need to see a decent return.

When Boris Johnson directed observations
to the Italian government about a trade deal fol-
lowing Brexit he was quite accurate in warning
them about the market for Prosecco as it is a
simple fact that the Italian fizz now outsells the

French ‘original’ by a factor of four to one and
it is still relatively inexpensive.

It is considered (rightly or wrongly) to be a
cut above Cava from Spain and Sekt from Ger-
many and whilst ladies who lunch now ask for
Prosecco, it is highly unlikely that any of them
will know the name of any of the brands.

Sparkling wine is big business in the UK
and even British wineries, particularly those in
Kent, Surrey and Sussex, with similar ground
and grapes to those used in the Champagne re-
gion and are beginning to be treated seriously
with some high quality production and financial
results.

Champagne prices may rise

By John Smith

IT has been announced that the self-
proclaimed ethical bank owned by
the Co-op which was founded in
1872 as the Loan and Deposit De-
partment of the Co-operative Whole-
sale Society has been put up for sale
by the Board of the Co-op.

In reality however this is not strict-
ly true as following the huge scandal
concerning former chairman, the
‘crystal Methodist’ Paul Flowers and
the discovery of a £1.5 billion (€1.75
billion) hole in its finances, the par-
ents raised the funds needed by sell-
ing 80 per cent of the equity to main-
ly American hedge funds.

What is actually being sold there-
fore is the remaining 20 per cent of
the business and there are sugges-
tions that it might appeal to the TSB
which is owned by Spanish bank
Sabadell, fellow Spanish group San-
tander or Virgin Money.

Hedge funds invest in weak busi-
nesses in order to see a relatively
quick growth and return and there-
fore they will be looking to either
walk away with a decent profit or
perhaps release their investment to

place elsewhere.
A complete sale is not the only op-

tion as in theory, the bank could be
floated on the stock exchange or bro-
ken into parcels and sold to different

financial groups, but a number of
politicians including former Finance
Minister Sir Vince Cable are worried
by the possible sale.

According to the Liberal Democrat

grandee who lost his seat in parlia-
ment in the 2015 election, Britain,
unlike the USA and so many other
countries in Europe does not have a
large number of small local banks but

effectively the entire high street
banking system is run by a few con-
glomerates which have gobbled up
any ‘lame ducks.’

Sir Vince’s opinion is shared by a
number of MPs who fear that the op-
tions for consumers in particular
could be restricted even further if the
Co-op Bank is taken over by one of
the ‘big boys,’ as it still has four mil-
lion account holders who would be
treated as a commodity.

Having disposed of a number of
‘bad loans’ and introduced cost sav-
ings, the Co-op group has still ‘writ-
ten down’ the book value of its 20 per
cent shareholding on more than one
occasion and it seems likely that the
entire bank is worth less than £1 bil-
lion (€1.17 billion).

With the recent acceptance by
Lloyds Banking Group that there
were irregularities at HBOS prior to
its takeover, repeated accusations
against HSBC and now lawsuits from
a number of former and often bank-
rupted clients of RBS, the need for an
ethical bank is possibly greater than
ever which is why the possible disap-
pearance of the Co-op is under the
microscope.

Ethical Co-op Bank may be sold or split up

A CAFÉ in Vienna has de-
cided to ‘call time’ on nui-
sance customers who come
in for a cup of coffee and
then spend hours occupy-
ing a seat and what is worse
recharging their phones or
running their laptops at the
café owner’s expense.

Whilst this may appear
to be a reasonable decision
with anti-social customers
hogging seats, the argu-
ment about the cost of elec-
tricity isn’t so strong as re-
search suggests it costs less
than €1 a year to charge a
phone.

Some café owners have
taken to disguising electric
points and only let regular
customers know where
they are.

Charging
costs

It costs
less than

€1 a year to
charge a phone.

CO-OP BANK: Has been put up for sale by the Board.
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Champagne
brands invest

huge amounts 
of money in
marketing.

CELEBRATING
with Champagne.

Photo by Mikael Damkier Shutterstock
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By John Smith

THE farrago which saw the public flota-
tion of the Bankia Group and then the
huge loss of value of shares following
the revelation of the misleading financial
prospectus and the government bail-out
continues to rumble on.

The Spanish government invested
more than €22 billion in saving the
group and although it is beginning to see
some positive results, Bankia is still hav-
ing to compensate those persuaded to
purchase shares when the bank was first
floated.

In the meantime, former Spanish gov-
ernment minister and former Bankia
president Rodrigo Rato is still awaiting a
verdict following his trial for alleged
misuse of Bankia funds which he has al-
ways denied.

There is no question that the whole
Bankia affair came as a huge embarrass-
ment to the Spanish government and
helped in its own way to trigger a major

financial crisis in the country.
Now it has been announced that a

number of senior former employees of
the Bank of Spain including the former
governor Ordóñez as well as others from
the watchdog National Commission for

Market Values are to be interviewed by
the court in Madrid over their inability to
detect the irregularities in the Bank.

No formal charges have been laid
against any of those who will be exam-
ined and three current Bank of Spain em-

ployees have resigned their positions as
they are to be interviewed, but they will
all need to explain why they apparently
ignored information from a Bank of
Spain investigation team which warned
that Bankia was not financially sound.

According to the court, these warnings
included unequivocal and strong advice
that the listing of the bank on the Span-
ish stock market should not be allowed
and if their warnings had been heeded,
investors and tax payers would have
been in a much better position, as much
of the money invested by the govern-
ment following the crisis will never be
repaid.

AWARE that  the Spanish
pension pot has been con-
siderably reduced by the
current government in order
to ‘plug holes’ in state fi-
nances, the governor of the
Bank of Spain, Luis Maria
Linde has come up with a
plan.

According to the gover-
nor, as people live longer
and pension funds are
stretched, it would be sensi-
ble to increase the retire-
ment age as has been done
in the UK which would
mean less money spent and
more taxes collected.

He would like to see the
new ret i rement  age of  67
which is due to be imple-
mented in 2027 brought for-
ward, but this idea has not
found favour with the gov-
ernment ,  a l though they
have no problem in princi-
ple if people wish to volun-
tarily continue to work after
they reach 65.

Former Bank of Spain Governor
to be quizzed over Bankia Group

Spanish
pensions

MANY UK expatriates living in Spain
own properties in the UK and have pen-
sions and investments in the UK. They re-
ly on their UK assets to maintain their
lifestyles (and those of their families) in
Spain. If they can no longer manage their
affairs in the UK due to a loss of mental
capacity, it can cause many difficulties.

The best  way to avoid the legal  and
practical difficulties that can occur with
the loss of mental capacity is to plan for it
in advance by drawing up a document
cal led a  ‘Last ing Power of  Attorney’
(‘LPA’).

What is an LPA?
An LPA is a legal document that en-

ables you to appoint one or more attor-

neys to  act  for  you when you are  no
longer able to act for yourself.

Your attorney can be a professional,

such as a solicitor or a family member or
friend.

There are two types of LPA: ‘Health
and Welfare’ or ‘Property and Financial
Affairs’ 

An LPA must be made while you have
full mental capacity. It is therefore impor-
tant to make one while you are in good
health.

Why should you get an LPA?
You can choose a  person or  people ,

who you trust, to act for you when you
are no longer able.

If you lose your mental capacity and do
not have an LPA, then your family (or the
authorities) will have no choice but to
make an application to the Court of Pro-
tection to appoint a ‘deputy’ to look after
your affairs, which can be time consum-
ing and costly. 

Will my LPA be recognised in Spain?
Unfortunately there is no international

type of LPA which is guaranteed to work
in both the UK and Spain. 

The advice we give to our cl ients at
Stone King, is that if you have assets in
both Spain and the UK, your only safe
option is to appoint attorneys in both ju-
risdictions.

Losing mental capacity whilst living abroad
by Stone
King
Charlotte Macdonald
Contact me at international@stoneking.co.uk

If you would like to discuss LPAs contact Charlotte Macdonald or Dan Harris at Stone King LLP by email international@stoneking.co.uk
or by telephone on +44 (0)1225 337599.

You can choose a person
or people, who you

trust, to act for you when
you are no longer able.

An LPA must be made while you have full mental capacity.
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FORMER GOVERNOR: Miguel Ángel Fernández Ordóñez.

The Bankia
affair came as

a huge embar-
rassment to the
Spanish govern-
ment.
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COULD anyone believe the gall of Tony
Blair in last week’s rambling tirade against
Brexit?

This arrogant war criminal, personally
responsible for the destabilising of the
Middle East and the deaths of thousands,
is a political conman who, through added
gui le  and mis informat ion,  not  only
opened the doors to mil l ions of  immi-
grants purely to bolster his re-election,
but now has the audacity to stand up as
bold as brass and virtually call for another
referendum! 

‘The people  voted knowing nothing
about the consequences,’ he spouted. Pret-
ty rich from a man who led us into a con-

fl ict  of  which the public,
not only had no idea of the
outcome,  but  were even
lied to about its true pur-
pose. Blair possesses the
one thing that is a basic
necessity for all con artists,
he is extremely eloquent.

He,  l ike many

successful conmen are akin to mar-
ket ‘mock’ auctioneers, who can
basically talk the hind leg off  a
donkey which is  why he has
amassed millions spouting his dia-
tribes to anyone prepared to line
his pockets.

This despicable individual is also
the classic opportunist.

All those years ago, realising the Labour
party had sunk into an unelectable morass
(sound familiar) he gleefully swooped in,
renamed it ‘New,’ and  callously used it as
a vehicle to ultimately attain the highest
office in the land.

He sees the Brexit situation as just an-
other opportunity.

Completely unaware, or simply not giv-
ing a damn about the revulsion he attracts,
he deviously observes it  as a chance to
form some kind of  new ‘movement , ’
which at some point will be able to ‘Rise
Up’ and challenge the present Labour par-
ty. With him at its head of course!

I bet he’s even decided on a name for it.
Send this revolting intelligence insulter
back to whatever cesspit he crawled out
of; along with his equally abhorrent, self-
gratifying spouse! 

Thanks for all your mail. Most with at-
tachments, or too long to publish. Never-
theless, much appreciated, I do read them
all. Keep ‘em coming. And whatever ya
do. Always.

Keep the faith
Love Leapy 

leapylee2002@gmail.com

LEAPY LEE SAYS IT

OTHERS THINK IT

Blair is an eloquent con artist

He sees the 
Brexit situation

as just another 
opportunity.

Tony Blair.

COPYRIGHT  Roman Yanushevsky
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7:00am Breakfast
10:15am Britain’s Home 

Truths
11:00am Homes Under 

the Hammer
12:00pm Wanted Down 

Under Revisited
12:45pm Oxford Street 

Revealed
1:15pm Bargain Hunt
2:00pm BBC News at 

One
2:30pm BBC London 

News
2:45pm Doctors
3:15pm The Coroner
4:00pm Escape to the 

Country
4:45pm The Farmers’ 

Country 
Showdown

5:30pm Flog It!
6:15pm Pointless
7:00pm BBC News at 

Six
7:30pm BBC London 

News
8:00pm The One Show
8:30pm EastEnders
9:00pm Shop Well for 

Less
10:00pm Death in 

Paradise
11:00pm BBC News at 

Ten
11:30pm BBC London 

News

9:05am Ben and Holly’s
Little Kingdom

9:15am Digby Dragon
9:30am Peppa Pig
9:40am Peppa Pig
9:50am Wissper
10:00am Toot the Tiny 

Tugboat
10:15am The Wright 

Stuff
12:15pm GPs: Behind 

Closed Doors
1:10pm 5 News 

Lunchtime
1:15pm On Benefits: 

The Millionaire 
Shoplifter

2:15pm Home and 
Away

2:45pm Neighbours
3:15pm NCIS
4:15pm Deadly Paradise
6:00pm 5 News at 5
6:30pm Neighbours
7:00pm Home and 

Away
7:30pm 5 News Tonight
8:00pm Nightmare 

Tenants, Slum 
Landlords

9:00pm Bargain Loving 
Brits in the Sun

10:00pm The Great 
British Benefits 
Handout

11:00pm Celebrity Sex 
Pod

7:00am My Life in Books
7:30am Wanted Down 

Under Revisited
8:15am The Farmers’ 

Country 
Showdown

9:00am An Island Parish
9:30am Great British 

Railway Journeys
10:00am Victoria 

Derbyshire
12:00pm BBC Newsroom 

Live
1:00pm The Daily Politics
2:00pm Cash in the Attic
2:25pm Beat the Brain
2:55pm Landward
3:25pm Mountain
4:25pm Africa
5:25pm A Place to Call 

Home
6:15pm Antiques Road 

Trip
7:00pm Eggheads
7:30pm Great 

Continental 
Railway Journeys

8:00pm The Hairy Bikers’ 
Chicken and Egg

9:00pm The Great Pottery
Throw Down

10:00pm Born Too White
11:00pm Match of the Day
11:30pm Newsnight
12:15am The Drug Trial:
1:15am David Bowie
2:45am Royal Recipes

8:00pm 100 Days
8:30pm Top of the Pops
9:00pm Thailand: Earth’s 

Tropical 
Paradise

10:00pm Madame 
Tussaud: A 
Legend in 
Wax

11:00pm The French 
Revolution: 
Tearing Up 
History

12:00am The Nazis: A 
Warning From 
History

12:50am Andrew Marr on
Churchill

1:50am Top of the Pops
2:20am Sounds of the 

70s
2:50am Sound of Song
3:50am The French 

Revolution: 
Tearing 
Up History

4:50am This is BBC Four
BBC Four is the 
BBC channel for 
people who 
want more. 

7:00am Countdown
7:45am King of Queens
8:10am King of Queens
8:35am King of Queens
9:00am Everybody Loves

Raymond
9:35am Everybody Loves

Raymond
10:05am Frasier
10:35am Frasier
11:05am Undercover Boss

USA
12:00pm Ramsay’s 

Kitchen 
Nightmares USA

1:00pm Channel 4 News
1:05pm A New Life in 

the Sun
2:05pm Find it, Fix it, 

Flog it
3:10pm Countdown
4:00pm Fifteen to One
5:00pm A Place in the 

Sun
6:00pm Come Dine with 

Me
7:00pm The Simpsons
7:30pm Hollyoaks
8:00pm Channel 4 News
9:00pm The Supervet
10:00pm Has Political 

Correctness 
Gone Mad?

11:00pm The Swingers
12:00am 24 Hours in A 

and E

7:00am Good Morning 
Britain

9:30am Lorraine
10:25am The Jeremy Kyle

Show
11:30am This Morning
1:30pm Loose Women
2:30pm ITV Lunchtime 

News
2:55pm ITV News 

London
3:00pm Judge Rinder
4:00pm James Martin’s 

French 
Adventure

5:00pm Tipping Point
6:00pm The Chase
7:00pm ITV News 

London
7:30pm ITV Evening 

News
8:00pm Emmerdale
8:30pm Tonight
9:00pm Emmerdale
10:00pm Mafia Women 

with Trevor 
Macdonald

11:00pm ITV News at 
Ten and 
Weather

11:30pm ITV News 
London

11:40pm UEFA Europa 
League 
Highlights

12:40am Tipping Point

10:00am Barclays 
Premier 
League World

10:30am Premier League
Legends

11:00am One2eleven
11:15am One2eleven
11:30am One2eleven
11:45am One2eleven

12:00pm The 
Premier League
Years

2:00pm Barclays 
Premier League
World

2:30pm Premier League
Legends

3:00pm Premier League
Legends

3:30pm Premier League
Legends

4:00pm One2eleven
4:15pm One2eleven
4:30pm One2eleven
4:45pm One2eleven
5:00pm The Premier 

League Years
7:00pm Premier League

Legends
7:30pm Barclays 

Premier 
League World

8:00pm Live Premier 
League Darts

11:00pm Premier League
Match Pack

8:15am The Ellen 
DeGeneres Show

9:00am Coronation 
Street

9:30am You’ve Been 
Framed!

10:00am You’ve Been 
Framed!

10:30am Ninja Warrior UK
11:30am Honey
12:30pm FYI Daily
12:35pm Honey
1:30pm Coronation 

Street
2:00pm 100% You’ve 

Been Framed!
3:00pm The Ellen 

DeGeneres Show
3:50pm The Jeremy Kyle 

Show
4:55pm The Jeremy Kyle 

Show
6:00pm Judge Rinder
7:00pm You’ve Been 

Framed!
7:30pm You’ve Been 

Framed!
8:00pm Totally You’ve 

Been Framed! 
Gold

9:00pm Two and a Half 
Men

9:30pm Two and a Half 
Men

10:00pm Release the 
Hounds

7:00am In Loving 
Memory

7:25am Heartbeat
8:25am Where the Heart

is
9:25am The Royal
10:25am Judge Judy
10:55am Judge Judy
11:25am Judge Judy
11:50am Inspector Morse
2:05pm Heartbeat
3:05pm The Royal
4:05pm Where the Heart

is
5:10pm In Loving 

Memory
5:45pm Doctor at Large
6:20pm On the Buses
6:55pm Heartbeat
8:00pm Murder, She 

Wrote
9:00pm Heartbeat
10:00pm Murder on the 

Home Front
11:00pm Murder on the 

Home Front
Conclusion of 
the crime drama 
set during the 
birth of modern 
forensics - the 
London Blitz of 
1940. 

12:05am Prime Suspect
2:20am The Knock
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10:15am Britain’s Home 
Truths

11:00am Homes Under 
the Hammer

12:00pm Wanted Down 
Under Revisited

12:45pm Oxford Street 
Revealed

1:15pm Bargain Hunt
2:00pm BBC News at 

One
2:30pm BBC London 

News
2:45pm Doctors
3:15pm The Coroner
4:00pm Escape to the 

Country
4:45pm The Farmers’ 

Country
Showdown

5:30pm Flog It!
6:15pm Pointless
7:00pm BBC News at Six
7:30pm BBC London 

News
8:00pm The One Show
8:30pm A Question of 

Sport
9:00pm EastEnders
9:30pm Room 101
10:00pm Not Going Out
10:30pm Tracey Ullman’s 

Show
11:00pm BBC News at 

Ten
11:25pm BBC London 

News

9:05am Ben and Holly’s
Little Kingdom

9:15am Digby Dragon
9:30am Peppa Pig
9:40am Peppa Pig
9:50am Wissper
10:00am Toot the Tiny 

Tugboat
10:15am The Wright 

Stuff
12:15pm GPs: Behind 

Closed Doors
1:10pm 5 News 

Lunchtime
1:15pm Winter Road 

Rescue
2:15pm Home and 

Away
2:45pm Neighbours
3:15pm NCIS
4:15pm At Risk
6:00pm 5 News at 5
6:30pm Neighbours
7:00pm Home and 

Away
7:30pm 5 News Tonight
8:00pm Happy 

Campers: 
Caravanning

9:00pm Celebrity Carry 
on Barging

10:00pm Cruising with 
Jane McDonald

11:00pm The Freddie 
Mercury Story: 
Who Wants to 
Live Forever?

7:30am Wanted Down 
Under Revisited

8:15am The Farmers’ 
Country 
Showdown

9:00am Big Dreams 
Small Spaces

10:00am Victoria 
Derbyshire

12:00pm BBC Newsroom 
Live

1:00pm The Daily Politics
2:00pm Coast
2:25pm Beat the Brain
2:55pm Landward
3:25pm Mountain
4:25pm Africa
5:20pm A Place to Call 

Home
6:15pm Antiques Road 

Trip
7:00pm Eggheads
7:30pm Great 

Continental 
Railway Journeys

8:00pm Big Dreams 
Small Spaces

9:00pm Mastermind
9:30pm Only Connect
10:00pm The Secrets of 

Your Food
11:00pm QI
11:30pm Newsnight
12:05am Further Back in 

Time for Dinner

8:00pm World News 
Today

8:30pm Top of the Pops
9:00pm The Good Old 

Days
9:40pm Sounds of the 

Seventies
9:50pm Pop Go the 

Sixties
10:00pm Queen: From 

Rags to 
Rhapsody

10:55pm Queen: The 
Legendary 1975 
Concert

12:00am Even More 
Guitar Heroes at 
the BBC

1:00am When Albums 
Ruled the World

2:25am Top of the Pops
Simon Bates and
Peter Powell 
present the
pop chart 
programme, first
broadcast on 7th
April 1983. 

3:00am Queen: From 
Rags to 
Rhapsody

4:00am Even More 
Guitar Heroes at 
the BBC

5:00am This is BBC Four

7:00am Countdown
7:45am King of Queens
8:10am King of Queens
8:35am King of Queens
9:00am Everybody Loves 

Raymond
9:35am Everybody Loves 

Raymond
10:05am Frasier
10:35am Frasier
11:05am Undercover Boss

USA
12:00pm Ramsay’s 

Kitchen 
Nightmares USA

1:00pm Channel 4 News
1:05pm A New Life in 

the Sun
2:05pm Find it, Fix it, 

Flog it
3:10pm Countdown
4:00pm Fifteen to One
5:00pm A Place in the 

Sun
6:00pm Come Dine with 

Me
7:00pm The Simpsons
7:30pm Hollyoaks
8:00pm Channel 4 News
9:00pm Jamie and 

Jimmy’s Friday 
Night Feast

10:00pm Gogglebox
11:00pm The Last Leg
12:05am 8 Out of 10 Cats
12:55am Rude Tube

9:30am Lorraine
10:25am The Jeremy Kyle 

Show
11:30am This Morning
1:30pm Loose Women
2:30pm ITV Lunchtime 

News
2:55pm ITV News 

London
3:00pm Judge Rinder
4:00pm James Martin’s 

French 
Adventure

5:00pm Tipping Point
6:00pm The Chase
7:00pm ITV News 

London
7:30pm ITV Evening 

News
8:00pm Emmerdale
8:30pm Coronation 

Street
9:00pm Schofield’s 

South African 
Adventure

9:30pm Coronation 
Street

10:00pm Piers Morgan’s 
Life Stories

11:00pm ITV News at Ten
and Weather

11:30pm ITV News 
London

11:40pm Fishing 
Impossible

12:10am The Wine Show

1:00pm Premier League
Gold

2:00pm Premier League
100 Club

2:30pm Football’s 
Greatest

3:00pm Premier League
Legends

3:30pm Premier League
Legends

4:00pm Premier League
Gold

4:10pm Premier League
Gold

4:20pm Premier League
Gold

4:30pm Premier League
Gold

4:40pm Premier League
Gold

4:50pm Premier League
Gold

5:00pm Premier League
100 Club

5:30pm Football’s 
Greatest

6:00pm Premier League
Matchpack

6:30pm Premier League
Matchpack

7:00pm The Fantasy 
Football Club

8:00pm Football
11:15pm Barclays 

Premier League
Preview

7:00am You’ve Been 
Framed!

7:25am You’ve Been 
Framed!

8:15am The Ellen 
DeGeneres Show

9:00am Emmerdale
9:30am Emmerdale
10:30am Ninja Warrior UK
11:30am St. Trinian’s
12:30pm FYI Daily
12:35pm St. Trinian’s
1:30pm Emmerdale
2:00pm Emmerdale
3:00pm The Ellen 

DeGeneres Show
3:50pm The Jeremy Kyle 

Show
4:55pm The Jeremy Kyle 

Show
6:00pm Judge Rinder
7:00pm You’ve Been 

Framed!
7:30pm You’ve Been 

Framed!
8:00pm 100% You’ve 

Been Framed!
9:00pm Two and a Half 

Men
9:30pm Two and a Half 

Men
10:00pm Hot Fuzz
12:20am Family Guy
12:50am Family Guy
1:20am American Dad!
1:50am American Dad!

7:00am In Loving 
Memory

7:25am Heartbeat
8:25am Where the Heart

is
9:25am The Royal
10:25am Judge Judy
10:55am Judge Judy
11:25am Judge Judy
11:50am Inspector Morse
2:05pm Heartbeat
3:05pm The Royal
4:10pm Where the Heart

is
5:15pm In Loving 

Memory
5:50pm Doctor at Large
6:20pm On the Buses
6:55pm Heartbeat
8:00pm Murder, She 

Wrote
9:00pm Doc Martin
10:00pm Agatha 

Christie’s Marple
12:00am Prime Suspect 5
2:20am Wycliffe

Drama series 
about a Cornish 
detective. 

3:15am Inspector Morse
Feature-length 
drama series 
featuring Colin 
Dexter’s laconic 
detective. 

7:00am Gunsmoke
7:55am The Saint
9:00am Hogan’s Heroes
9:30am The Professionals
10:35am Ironside
11:35am Gunsmoke
12:45pm Snooker
6:30pm Storage Wars 

Texas
6:55pm Storage Wars 

Texas
7:25pm Hat-Trick Heroes

Short film 
featuring 
more three-goal 
football heroes.

7:45pm Snooker
11:45pm The Specialist

Action thriller.
12:45am FYI Daily

A round-up of 
the latest 
entertainment 
news.

12:50am The Specialist
Action thriller. 

2:00am The Professionals
Action-packed 
drama series 
about two 
criminal 
intelligence 
agents. 

2:50am Hogan’s Heroes
3:20am Hogan’s Heroes
3:45am ITV4 Nightscreen
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7:00am Gunsmoke
7:55am The Saint
9:00am Hogan’s Heroes
9:30am The 

Professionals
10:35am Ironside
11:40am Gunsmoke
12:45pm Snooker
6:30pm Storage Wars 

Texas
7:00pm Storage Wars 

Texas
7:30pm World Cup Top 

Goalscorers
Short football 
film.

7:45pm Snooker
The fast and 
furious action 
continues as 
32 more players
do battle at the
Watford 
Colosseum. 

11:45pm Memphis Belle
12:45am FYI Daily

A round-up of 
the latest 
entertainment 
news.

12:50am Memphis Belle
1:55am The 

Professionals
2:45am Hogan’s Heroes
3:15am Hogan’s Heroes



REMEMBER the 1970’s Hoseasons advert
to the tune of ‘Messing About on the Riv-
er’? We’ve come a long way since then,
but 40 years later, canal and barging holi-
days are seeing a revival; possibly thanks
to the compulsive viewing of  TV pro-
grammes like Great Canal Journeys and
Celebrity Carry on Barging. 

Canal holidays are a glorious leisurely al-
ternative to a driving or walking holiday.
With over 2,000 miles of waterways in the
English countryside alone, it’s a perfect way
to slow down the pace and see more of your
surroundings while revelling in the comforts
of a cosy home-away-from-home.

Whether you opt for a crewed barge and
just sit back and enjoy the scenery as you
meander by, or fancy learning the ropes
yourself, you can enjoy an unhurried holi-
day afloat with friends or family and dis-
cover the hidden world of canal boating. 

Beginners will soon get the hang of it
and if you need an extra hand, there are

several online and paper guides available. 
Where are the top destinations for your

canal boat holiday? It depends what rocks
your boat (and your budget),  however,
some of our favourites include: the Shrop-
shire Union Canal, in England’s West Mid-
lands, meandering through rolling hills,
valleys and across deep cuts and magnifi-
cent bridges - a testament to the bygone

era of the industrial revolution. 
Or opt for the picturesque, wide tree-lined

routes of Canal du Midi, France which pass-
es through vineyards and walled cities in
easy reach of the canal. Board in the ancient
canalside village of Le Somail, near Nar-
bonne. Life slows to a snail’s pace and the
most taxing decision is whose turn it is to
buy the fresh croissants for breakfast. 

The Gota Canal, Sweden, offers spectacu-
lar scenery and history, connecting a series
of lakes across Sweden from Lake Vänern,
near Gothenberg, to the Baltic. The canal in-
cludes 58 locks along the way. 

Book direct with boat companies, or via
operators l ike www.Hoseasons.co.uk ,
www.barginginfrance.com ,  or  t ry late
boat.com and save trawling through lots of
websites to compare prices. 

Wherever you chose, be a savvy traveller
and buy a reliable Travel Insurance Policy to
avoid deep water if you have a mishap while
away. Globelink’s Annual Multi Trip Policy
covers an unlimited number of trips for as
little as £59.47 (one adult aged 51-65yrs
travelling in Europe for 17 days) and you’ll
be covered for up to £10,000,000 emergency
medical and repatriation, up to £3,000 for
your baggage and £4,000 if you have to can-
cel or cut short your trip. 

Globelink Travel Insurance: for people living
in the EU. Get an instant quote and arrange
cover securely with www.globelink.co.uk, or
call (UK) +44 1353 699 082 or our Spanish

link line 966 265 000. Your Policy and
Emergency Assistance Card is delivered

immediately by email. 

Advertising feature

CANAL HOLIDAYS: A glorious leisurely alternative to a driving or walking holiday.

Christina 
Sharp

christina@globelink.co.uk.

GLOBELINK INTERNATIONAL

Do less and see more: try a great canal journey
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NEWS that Britain’s youngest Eu-
romillions winner, Jane Park, had
planned to sue lottery bosses for
negligence for ‘ruining’ her life is
hardly surprising. ‘I  thought i t
would make it 10 times better but
it’s made it 10 times worse. I wish
I had no money most days,’ she
moaned.

Only 17 when she won £1m with
her first-ever ticket in 2013, Jane
whinged about being sick of shop-
ping for designer goods and staying
in upmarket holiday resorts, strug-
gling to find a boyfriend who’s not
after her money and being bur-
dened with the stress of being a
millionaire.

Poor Jane - how we feel for her
pain! Well, she could always have

given it to some deserving cause
(like, for example, here in Spain
the Costa del Sol Cudeca cancer
charity celebrating i ts  well-
earned 25th anniversary this
year). 

Basically, she should have em-
ployed a minder to stop her frit-
tering away her million, but the
fact that she didn’t is, naturally,
someone else’s fault. When are
we ever going to return to an era
when people take personal re-
sponsibil i ty for their  actions
rather than whine: ‘I’m the vic-
t im here,  who can I  sue?’ But
then, people taking responsibility
for their actions? What a quaint
old-fashioned notion these
days...

However, thoroughly inspired
by Jane Park’s experience, just
think what some might still do.
Sue secondary schools and/or col-
leges for allowing them to
achieve less than top grades and,
consequently, top jobs. Cosmetic

companies for not allowing their
‘miracle’ creams and potions to
make them instantly look decades
younger. Supermarkets for allowing
them to get not only well and truly
plastered but also morbidly obese as
a result of their wine and chocolate
multi-buy offers. Well, that should
all go down, as a certain orange
president ensconced in his golden
tower might say, ‘bigly’! 

Finally, to return to the lady in
question, I am reminded of an ad-
vert from years ago where a little
girl utters the immortal words: ‘and
my mother says that one day I shall
grow up to be a right little madam.’
’Nuff said.

Nora Johnson’s psychological/sus-
pense crime thrillers ‘No Way Back,’
‘Landscape of Lies,’ ‘Retribution,’
‘Soul Stealer,’ ‘The De Clerambault
Code’ (www.nora-johnson.com) avail-
able from Amazon in paperback/eBook
(€0.99;£0.99) and iBookstore. All
profits to Costa del Sol Cudeca cancer
charity. 

Who wants to be a millionaire?
Even lottery winners are victims now
Nora Johnson
Breaking Views
Nora is the author of popular psychological suspense and
crime thrillers and a freelance journalist. 
To comment on any of the issues raised in her column,
go to www.euroweeklynews.com/3.0.15/nora-johnson

JANE PARK: Lottery ruined her life.
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7:00am Breakfast
11:00am Saturday Kitchen 

Live
12:30pm Little Paris 

Kitchen
1:00pm Football Focus
2:00pm BBC News
2:10pm Weather
2:15pm Bargain Hunt
3:00pm Six Nations 

Rugby Union
5:30pm Final Score
6:10pm BBC News
6:20pm Regional News
6:25pm Weather
6:30pm Celebrity 

Mastermind
7:00pm Pointless
7:45pm Let it Shine
9:25pm Casualty
10:15pm Taboo

Documentary 
exploring taboos 
across different 
cultures.

11:15pm BBC News
11:28pm Weather

The latest 
weather 
information.

11:30pm Match of the Day
12:50am This Country
1:15am Return From the 

River Kwai

7:00am Milkshake!
11:05am Teenage 

Mutant 
Ninja Turtles

11:40am Access
11:45am Police 

Interceptors 
Unleashed

12:15pm Police 
Interceptors

1:15pm Police 
Interceptors

2:15pm Benefits Britain:
Life on the Dole

3:15pm Benefits Britain:
Life on the Dole

4:15pm The Nightmare 
Neighbour Next
Door

5:15pm The Nightmare 
Neighbour Next
Door

6:15pm Nightmare 
Tenants, 
Slum Landlords

7:10pm Can’t Pay? 
We’ll Take it 
Away!

8:05pm NCIS: Los 
Angeles

9:00pm NCIS
9:55pm 5 News
10:00pm Football on 5
11:00pm Football on 5

Goal Rush.
11:30pm Stealing the 

Mona Lisa

7:30am They Flew Alone
9:10am In Which We 

Serve
11:00am Britain’s Secret 

Seas
12:00pm Homes Under 

the Hammer
1:00pm Two Greedy 

Italians: Still 
Hungry

2:00pm Waterloo
4:10pm Natural World
5:00pm Mastermind
5:30pm University 

Challenge
6:00pm Only Connect
6:30pm The House That 

£100k Built
7:30pm Flog It!
8:30pm Grand Tours of 

the Scottish 
Islands

9:00pm Diana
9:30pm Dad’s Army
10:00pm My Old Lady
11:45pm QI XL

Panel-based quiz
where it is more 
important to be 
interesting than 
right.

12:30am Albert Nobbs
2:15am Youth Without 

Youth
4:15am This is BBC Two

8:00pm Indian Hill 
Railways

9:00pm The People’s 
Liners: 
Britain’s Lost 
Pleasure Fleets

10:00pm Treasures of 
Ancient Egypt

11:00pm Captain Cook: 
The Man Behind 
the Legend

12:00am Top of the Pops
12:30am Top of the Pops
1:05am Arena

Legendary 
country 
music singer-
songwriter 
Loretta 
Lynn is loved by 
fans from across 
the world. 

2:35am Country Kings at
the BBC

3:35am Country Queens 
at the BBC

4:35am Sounds of the 
70s

4:50am Pop Go the 
Sixties

10:30am The Big Bang 
Theory

11:00am The Big Bang 
Theory

11:30am The Big Bang 
Theory

12:00pm The Simpsons
12:30pm The Simpsons
1:00pm Jamie and 

Jimmy’s Friday 
Night Feast

2:00pm Come Dine with 
Me

2:30pm Come Dine with 
Me

3:00pm Come Dine with 
Me

3:30pm Come Dine with 
Me

4:00pm Come Dine with 
Me

4:30pm A Place in the 
Sun

5:30pm Location, 
Location, 
Location

6:35pm Grand Designs
7:30pm Channel 4 News
8:00pm Penelope Keith’s 

Favourite 
Villages

9:00pm Great Canal 
Journeys

10:00pm Dawn of the 
Planet 
of the Apes

12:35am Surrogates

7:00am CITV
10:25am ITV News
10:30am Alphabetical
11:25am Guess This 

House
12:25pm Off Their 

Rockers
12:55pm ITV News and 

Weather
1:00pm Free Willy 2: The

Adventure 
Home

2:50pm Tipping Point
3:50pm The Chase
4:50pm Local News and 

Weather
5:00pm ITV News and 

Weather
5:15pm Ireland v France

Rugby Six 
Nations.

8:00pm Ant and Dec’s 
Saturday Night 
Takeaway

9:30pm The Voice UK
11:30pm ITV News and 

Weather
A round-up of 
the latest news 
headlines and a 
national 
weather 
forecast.

11:45pm The Boat That 
Rocked

7:00am Football Gold
7:15am Football Gold
7:30am Football Gold
7:45am Football Gold
8:00am Premier League

Legends
8:30am Premier League

Legends
9:00am Football Gold
9:15am Football Gold
9:30am Barclays 

Premier 
League Preview

10:00am The Fantasy 
Football Club

11:00am Soccer A.M.
12:30pm Barclays 

Premier 
League Preview

1:00pm Football
4:00pm Gillette Soccer 

Saturday
6:15pm Football
9:00pm EFL Goals
9:30pm Nissan Game 

of the Day
11:30pm Nissan Match 

Choice
12:30am Football
1:00am Football
1:30am Football
2:00am Live 

International 
Fight Night

5:30am Football

7:00am Totally Bonkers 
Guinness World 
Records

7:10am Emmerdale 
Omnibus

9:50am Coronation 
Street 
Omnibus

12:10pm Ninja Warrior UK
1:10pm Take Me Out
2:25pm The Brit Awards 

2017
4:55pm Step Up 3
5:55pm FYI Daily
6:00pm Step Up 3
7:05pm Jack and Jill
8:05pm FYI Daily
8:10pm Jack and Jill
9:00pm Scorpion
10:00pm American Pie
11:10pm FYI Daily
11:15pm American Pie
12:00am Family Guy
12:30am Family Guy
12:55am Family Guy
1:25am American Dad!
1:55am Couples Retreat
2:55am FYI Daily
3:00am Couples Retreat
4:00am Teleshopping

7:00am Murder, She 
Wrote

7:50am Murder, She 
Wrote

8:45am Murder, She 
Wrote

9:45am Hidden Treasure
11:50am Inspector Morse
2:05pm Carry on Cleo
3:10pm FYI Daily
3:15pm Carry on Cleo
4:00pm Agatha Christie’s

Marple
6:05pm Midsomer 

Murders
8:00pm Midsomer 

Murders
10:00pm Midsomer 

Murders
12:00am Carry On Forever

Documentary 
celebrating the 
success of the 
Carry On 
franchise.

1:00am Wycliffe
2:05am Marchlands
3:05am ITV3 Nightscreen

Text-based 
information 
service.

3:30am Teleshopping
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7:00am Breakfast
8:35am Match of the Day
10:00am The Andrew Marr

Show
11:00am The Big 

Questions
12:00pm Sunday Politics
1:15pm Bargain Hunt
2:00pm BBC News
2:10pm Weather for the
Week Ahead
2:15pm Homes Under the

Hammer
3:15pm Flog It!
4:15pm Escape to the

Country
5:00pm Songs of Praise
5:35pm Shop Well for 

Less
6:35pm BBC News
6:50pm Regional News
6:55pm Weather
7:00pm The Big Painting 

Challenge
8:00pm Countryfile
9:00pm Call the Midwife
10:00pm SS-GB
11:00pm BBC News
11:20pm Regional News
11:25pm Weather
11:30pm Have I Got a Bit 

More Old News 
for You

7:00am Milkshake!
11:10am Teenage 

Mutant Ninja 
Turtles

11:45am Football on 5
12:40pm Football on 5
1:10pm Inside Windsor 

Castle
2:10pm Secrets of the 

National Trust
3:10pm No 

Reservations
5:10pm 5 News
6:55pm 5 News
7:00pm The Fifth 

Element
9:15pm The EFL Cup 

Final 
Highlights: 
Football on 5

10:00pm 5 News
The latest news
coverage.

12:15am The Terminator
Classic sci-fi 
action thriller. 

2:15am Super Casino
Feeling lucky? 
Get the 
authentic, 
heart-
thumping 
casino 
experience 
every night.

4:10am Secrets of the 
National Trust

7:15am Big Dreams 
Small Spaces

8:15am An Island Parish
8:45am Around the 

World in 80 
Gardens

9:45am Countryfile
10:45am Saturday Kitchen

Best Bites
12:15pm Nigel Slater’s 

Dish of the Day
12:45pm Nigelissima
1:15pm MOTD2 Extra
2:00pm Holiday of My 

Lifetime
2:30pm Money for 

Nothing
3:15pm Wanted Down 

Under Revisited
4:00pm Birds of Paradise
5:00pm Bobsleigh and 

Skeleton World 
Championships

7:00pm Six Nations 
Rugby Special

8:00pm Dragons’ Den
9:00pm Dragons’ Den
10:00pm Special Forces - 

Ultimate Hell 
Week

11:00pm Life of Crime
12:35am Women’s Six 

Nations 
Highlights

1:05am Badlands

8:00pm Sound of Song
Composer and 
musician Neil 
Brand 
presents a series
which explores 
the magical 
elements 
that come 
together to 
create our 
favourite songs 
by recreating 
some of 
the most 
memorable 
and innovative 
recording 
sessions in 
music history.

9:00pm South Downs: 
England’s 

Mountains Green
10:00pm Two Days, One 

Night
11:30pm Hockney
1:15am Treasures of the 

Louvre
2:45am Order and 

Disorder 
with Jim Al-
Khalili

3:45am South Downs: 
England’s 

Mountains Green

7:15am King of Queens
7:40am King of Queens
8:05am Everybody Loves 

Raymond
8:30am Everybody Loves 

Raymond
8:55am Everybody Loves 

Raymond
9:25am Frasier
10:00am Frasier
10:30am Sunday Brunch
1:30pm The Simpsons
2:00pm The Simpsons
2:30pm The Simpsons
3:00pm George Clarke’s 

Amazing Spaces
4:00pm Location, 

Location, 
Location

5:00pm Channel 4 News
5:30pm 101 Dalmatians
7:30pm The Jump
9:00pm Rivers with 

Jeremy 
Paxman Ep1

10:00pm Homeland
11:00pm Gogglebox
12:00am Clear and 

Present 
Danger

2:30am The Last Leg
3:30am Hoarder SOS
4:25am Phil Spencer: 

Secret 
Agent

7:00am CITV
10:25am Countrywise
11:00am Peston on 

Sunday
11:55am Who’s Doing the

Dishes?
12:55pm ITV News and 

Weather
1:00pm The Voice UK
3:00pm England V Italy

Rugby Six 
Nations.

6:30pm Local News and 
Weather

6:45pm ITV News and 
Weather
A round-up of 
the latest news 
headlines and a 
national 
weather 
forecast.

7:00pm Unbelievable 
Moments 
Caught on 
Camera

8:00pm The Voice UK
10:00pm The Good Karma

Hospital
11:00pm ITV News and 

Weather
11:20pm Peston on 

Sunday

7:00am Football
7:30am Football
8:00am Football
8:30am Football
9:00am Football
9:30am Football
10:00am Football
10:30am Football
11:00am The Sunday 

Supplement
12:00pm Goals on 

Sunday
2:00pm Live Nissan 

Super Sunday
4:45pm Live EFL Cup 

Final
8:00pm Boxing
8:30pm Football
11:00pm Football
11:30pm Live EFL Cup 

Final
12:30am Goals on 

Sunday
1:30am Football
2:00am Live EFL Cup 

Final
3:00am Goals on 

Sunday
4:00am Football
4:30am Live EFL Cup 

Final
5:30am Football

7:00am Emmerdale 
Omnibus

9:35am The Voice UK
11:35am Coronation 

Street Omnibus
2:00pm 2awesome
2:10pm Guidance
2:45pm Fame High
3:05pm Third Wheel
3:15pm Third Wheel
3:35pm L.A. Story
3:50pm The Hot Desk
4:05pm The Smurfs 2
5:05pm FYI Daily
5:10pm The Smurfs 2
6:10pm Ant and Dec’s
7:45pm Kindergarten 

Cop
8:45pm FYI Daily
8:50pm Kindergarten 

Cop
10:00pm Ibiza Weekender
11:00pm Family Guy

Animated 
comedy series 
about the 
everyday trials 
and tribulations 
of family life.

11:30pm Family Guy
12:00am Family Guy
12:30am American Dad!
12:55am American Dad!
1:30am The Cleveland 

Show

7:00am On the Buses
7:25am Heartbeat
8:20am Heartbeat
9:20am Murder, She 

Wrote
10:25am Murder, She 

Wrote
11:30am Inspector Morse
1:50pm Inspector Morse
4:10pm Carry on Girls
5:10pm FYI Daily
5:15pm Carry on Girls
6:00pm Agatha 

Christie’s 
Marple

8:00pm Midsomer 
Murders

10:00pm Tonight at the 
London 
Palladium

11:00pm Carry On Forever
Documentary 
celebrating the 
success of the 
Carry On 
franchise.

12:05am Carry on Cleo
1:10am FYI Daily
1:15am Carry on Cleo
2:00am Inspector Morse
3:55am May the Best 

House Win
4:45am May the Best 

House Win
5:35am On the Buses

7:00am Football Rivalries
Man Utd v 
Liverpool.

7:10am The Wine Show
A magazine 
show especially 
for wine lovers.

8:10am The Saint
9:15am Hogan’s Heroes
9:50am Shed and Buried
10:50am Storage Wars
11:20am Storage Wars
11:50am Pawn Stars
12:15pm Pawn Stars
12:45pm Snooker

Coverage and 
reaction from 
the latest 
Snooker event 
taking place.

5:00pm Pawn Stars
5:30pm The Car Chasers
5:55pm The Car Chasers
6:25pm World Cup Top 

Goalscorers
6:45pm Snooker
11:00pm Total Recall
12:00am FYI Daily
12:05am Total Recall
1:15am From Dusk Till 

Dawn
2:15am FYI Daily
2:20am From Dusk Till 

Dawn

SUNDAY - 26 FEBRUARY
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7:00am The Professionals
8:00am The Professionals
9:00am The Car Chasers
9:30am The Car Chasers
10:00am Bundesliga
11:00am ITV Racing: The 

Opening Show
12:00pm Storage Wars 

Texas
12:35pm Storage Wars 

Texas
1:00pm Pawn Stars
1:30pm Pawn Stars
2:00pm Pawn Stars
2:30pm ITV Racing Live
5:00pm Cimarron Kid
6:00pm FYI Daily
6:05pm Cimarron Kid
6:45pm Storage Wars
7:10pm Storage Wars
7:45pm Snooker

Coverage and 
reaction from 
the latest 
Snooker event 
taking place.

12:00am Red Heat
1:00am FYI Daily
1:05am Red Heat
2:05am River Monsters
3:00am Gunsmoke
3:55am ITV4 Nightscreen
4:00am Teleshopping
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4:00pm Escape to the 
Country

4:45pm The Farmers’ 
Country 
Showdown

5:30pm Flog It!
6:15pm Pointless
7:00pm BBC News
7:30pm Regional News
8:00pm The One Show
8:30pm Inside Out
9:00pm EastEnders
9:30pm Panorama
10:00pm Crimewatch
11:00pm BBC News
11:30pm Regional News
11:40pm Weather
11:45pm Match of the 

Day 2

3:15pm NCIS
4:15pm A Father’s Denial
6:00pm 5 News
6:30pm Neighbours
7:00pm Home and Away
7:30pm 5 News
8:00pm The Cars That 

Made Britain 
Great

9:00pm Ice Chaos: Winter 
Road Rescue

10:00pm The Railways That 
Built Britain with 
Chris Tarrant

11:00pm From Paris with 
Love

12:50am War
2:30am Super Casino
4:10am The Week We 

Went Wild

3:30pm Britain’s Lost 
Routes with Griff 
Rhys Jones

4:30pm Africa
5:25pm A Place to Call 

Home
6:15pm Bargain Hunt
7:00pm Eggheads
7:30pm Great Continental 

Railway Journeys
8:00pm Antiques Road 

Trip
9:00pm University 

Challenge
9:30pm Mary Berry 

Everyday
10:00pm Meet the Lords
11:00pm Cradle to Grave
11:30pm Newsnight
12:10am Weather

8:00pm 100 Days
8:30pm Reel History of 

Britain
9:00pm The Big Painting 

Challenge
10:00pm Britain’s Pompeii
11:00pm Dan Cruickshank 

and the Family 
That Built Gothic 
Britain

12:00am Born Too White
1:00am Oceans

Series exploring 
the secrets of our 
underwater world.

2:00am Art of China
3:00am The People’s 

Liners: Britain’s 
Lost Pleasure 
Fleets

12:00pm Ramsay’s Kitchen 
Nightmares USA

1:00pm Channel 4 News
1:05pm A New Life in the 

Sun
2:05pm Find it, Fix it, Flog 

it
3:10pm Countdown
4:00pm Fifteen to One
5:00pm A Place in the Sun
6:00pm Come Dine with 

Me
7:00pm The Simpsons
7:30pm Hollyoaks
8:00pm Channel 4 News
9:00pm Dispatches
9:30pm Food Unwrapped
10:00pm 999: What’s Your 

Emergency?

4:00pm The Home Game
5:00pm Tipping Point
6:00pm The Chase
7:00pm Local News and 

Weather
7:30pm ITV Evening 

News
8:00pm Emmerdale
8:30pm Coronation 

Street
9:00pm The Kyle Files
9:30pm Coronation 

Street
10:00pm Broadchurch
11:00pm The Nightly 

Show with 
David Walliams

1:30pm Football
2:00pm Boxing
2:30pm Football’s 

Greatest
3:00pm Premier League 

Legends
3:30pm Boxing
4:00pm Live EFL Cup Final
5:00pm Football
5:30pm Live EFL Cup Final
6:30pm Football
7:00pm Soccer AM: The 

Best Bits 2016/17
7:30pm Boxing
8:00pm Football
12:00am Boxing

4:55pm The Jeremy Kyle 
Show

6:00pm Judge Rinder
7:00pm You’ve Been 

Framed!
7:30pm You’ve Been 

Framed!
8:00pm You’ve Been 

Framed!
8:30pm You’ve Been 

Framed!
9:00pm Two and a Half 

Men
9:30pm Two and a Half 

Men
10:00pm Family Guy
10:30pm The Great Indoors

3:10pm The Royal
4:15pm Where the Heart 

is
5:20pm In Loving Memory
5:50pm Doctor at Large
6:20pm On the Buses
6:55pm Heartbeat

Drama, set in the 
North Yorkshire 
moors in the 
1960’s.

8:00pm Murder, She Wrote
9:00pm Doc Martin
10:00pm Foyle’s War
12:00am Prime Suspect 5

2:25pm Storage Wars 
Texas

2:50pm Hogan’s Heroes
3:25pm Hogan’s Heroes
3:55pm Ironside
4:55pm The Professionals
6:00pm The Saint
7:00pm Storage Wars 

Texas
7:30pm Storage Wars 

Texas
8:00pm Rugby
9:00pm Parking Wars
10:00pm Double Jeopardy
11:00pm FYI Daily
11:05pm Double Jeopardy
12:10am Bundesliga

MONDAY - 27 FEBRUARY

12:00pm Heir Hunters
12:45pm Dom on the Spot
1:15pm Bargain Hunt
2:00pm BBC News
2:30pm Regional News
2:45pm Doctors
3:15pm The Coroner
4:00pm Escape to the 

Country
4:45pm The Farmers’ 

Country 
Showdown

5:30pm Flog It!
6:15pm Pointless
7:00pm BBC News
7:30pm Regional News
8:00pm The One Show
9:00pm Who Do You 

Think You Are?
10:00pm The Real 

Marigold Hotel
11:00pm BBC News
11:30pm Regional News
11:40pm Weather
11:45pm Peter Kay’s Car 

Share
12:15am Film 2017
12:45am The Big Painting 

Challenge

12:15pm GPs: Behind 
Closed 
Doors

1:10pm 5 News
1:15pm The Great British 

Benefits Handout
2:15pm Home and Away
2:45pm Neighbours
3:15pm NCIS
4:15pm Fatal Honeymoon
6:00pm 5 News
6:30pm Neighbours
7:00pm Home and Away
7:30pm 5 News
8:00pm Sinkholes: Buried 

Alive
9:00pm GPs: Behind 

Closed 
Doors

10:00pm Climbing the 
Property Ladder

11:00pm Can’t Pay? We’ll 
Take it Away!

12:05am Nightmare 
Tenants, 
Slum Landlords

12:00pm BBC Newsroom 
Live

12:30pm The Daily Politics
2:00pm Cash in the Attic
2:30pm Beat the Brain
3:00pm Building Dream 

Homes
3:30pm Channel Patrol
4:15pm Britain’s Lost 

Routes with Griff 
Rhys Jones

5:15pm Africa
6:15pm Bargain Hunt
7:00pm Eggheads
7:30pm Great Continental 

Railway Journeys
8:00pm Antiques Road 

Trip
9:00pm The House That 

£100k Built
10:00pm Incredible 

Medicine: 
Dr Weston’s 
Casebook

11:00pm Mock the Week
11:30pm Newsnight
12:10am Weather
12:15am Dragons’ Den

8:00pm 100 Days
8:30pm Reel History of 

Britain
9:00pm Jet! When Britain 

Ruled the Skies
10:00pm Roots
11:25pm Wild China

Documentary 
capturing 
pioneering images
to exhibit the 
dazzling array of 
mysterious and 
wonderful 
creatures that live
in China’s 
most beautiful 
landscapes. 

12:25am Imagine...
Alan Yentob gains
exclusive access 
and insight into 
the creative world
of Dame Shirley 
as she tentatively 
re-enters the ring 
to confront her 
life in song.

1:25am Archaeology

1:00pm Channel 4 News
1:05pm A New Life in the 

Sun
2:05pm Find it, Fix it, Flog

it
3:10pm Countdown
4:00pm Fifteen to One
5:00pm A Place in the 

Sun
6:00pm Come Dine with 

Me
7:00pm The Simpsons
7:30pm Hollyoaks
8:00pm Channel 4 News
9:00pm Location, 

Location, 
Location

10:00pm The Royal 
House of 
Windsor

11:00pm Adults in Crisis
12:00am 999: What’s Your 

Emergency?

WEDNESDAY - 1 MARCH

9:30am Lorraine
10:25am The Jeremy Kyle 

Show
11:30am This Morning
1:30pm Loose Women
2:30pm ITV Lunchtime 

News
3:00pm Judge Rinder
4:00pm The Home Game
5:00pm Tipping Point
6:00pm The Chase
7:00pm Local News and 

Weather
7:30pm ITV Evening 

News
8:00pm Emmerdale
8:30pm Coronation 

Street
9:00pm Little Big Shots
10:00pm Benidorm
11:00pm The Nightly Show

with David 
Walliams

11:30pm ITV News
12:15am Robson Crusoe: 

A Surprising 
Adventure

8:00am WWE 
Experience

9:00am Boxing Gold
10:00am Boxing Gold
11:00am Live ATP Tennis -

Dubai
3:00pm Boxing Gold
4:00pm Spanish Football

Gold
4:15pm Spanish Football

Gold
4:30pm Football Gold
4:45pm Football Gold
5:00pm Football’s 

Greatest
5:30pm Boxing Gold
6:30pm Boxing
7:00pm Boxing
7:30pm Boxing
8:00pm Barclays Premier

League World
8:30pm Football
11:00pm Boxing
11:30pm Barclays Premier

League World
12:00am Boxing

12:25pm Who’s Doing the 
Dishes?

1:25pm Emmerdale
1:55pm You’ve Been 

Framed!
3:00pm The Ellen 

DeGeneres 
Show

3:50pm The Jeremy Kyle 
Show

4:55pm The Jeremy Kyle 
Show

6:00pm Judge Rinder
7:00pm You’ve Been 

Framed!
7:30pm You’ve Been 

Framed!
8:00pm You’ve Been 

Framed!
8:30pm You’ve Been 

Framed!
9:00pm Two and a Half 

Men
9:30pm Two and a Half 

Men
10:00pm Through the 

Keyhole
11:00pm Plebs
11:30pm Family Guy

11:25am Judge Judy
11:50am Inspector Morse
2:00pm Heartbeat

Drama, set in the 
North Yorkshire 
moors in the 
1960’s.

3:05pm The Royal
4:10pm Where the Heart 

is
5:15pm In Loving Memory
5:50pm Doctor at Large
6:20pm On the Buses

This bold, bawdy 
and brash sitcom 
hit British screens 
in 1969.

6:55pm Heartbeat
Drama, set in the 
North Yorkshire 
moors in the 
1960’s.

8:00pm Murder, She Wrote
9:00pm Lewis
11:00pm Wycliffe
12:05am Prime Suspect

8:50am Hogan’s Heroes
9:25am Hogan’s Heroes
9:55am The Professionals
10:55am Ironside
12:00pm Gunsmoke
1:05pm Storage Wars 

Texas
1:35pm Storage Wars 

Texas
2:00pm Pawn Stars
2:30pm Pawn Stars
2:55pm Hogan’s Heroes
3:30pm Hogan’s Heroes
4:00pm Ironside
5:00pm The Professionals
6:00pm The Saint
7:05pm Storage Wars 

Texas
7:35pm Storage Wars 

Texas
8:00pm Pawn Stars
8:30pm Pawn Stars
9:00pm River Monsters
10:00pm 16 Blocks
11:00pm FYI Daily
11:05pm 16 Blocks
12:05am Jackie Brown

3:15pm The Coroner
4:00pm Escape to the 

Country
4:45pm The Farmers’ 

Country 
Showdown

5:30pm Flog It!
6:15pm Pointless
7:00pm BBC News
7:30pm Regional News
8:00pm The One Show
8:30pm EastEnders
9:00pm Holby City
10:00pm The 

Replacement
11:00pm BBC News
11:30pm Regional News
11:40pm Weather
11:45pm Imagine...

3:15pm NCIS: Los Angeles
4:15pm Dear Diary, I Died
6:00pm 5 News
6:30pm Neighbours
7:00pm Home and Away
7:30pm 5 News
8:00pm Ice Chaos: Winter 

Road Rescue
9:00pm Inside Windsor 

Castle
10:00pm Secrets of the 

National Trust with
Alan Titchmarsh

11:00pm Shannon 
Matthews: 
What Happened 
Next

12:05am Ian Brady: 50 Years
Behind Bars

3:00pm Building Dream 
Homes

3:30pm Britain’s Lost 
Routes with Griff 
Rhys Jones

4:25pm Africa
5:25pm A Place to Call 

Home
6:15pm Bargain Hunt
7:00pm Eggheads
7:30pm Great Continental 

Railway Journeys
8:00pm Antiques Road 

Trip
9:00pm Further Back in 

Time for Dinner
10:00pm 1066
11:00pm Inside No.9
11:30pm Newsnight
12:10am Weather

5:00pm Tipping Point
6:00pm The Chase
7:00pm Local News and

Weather
7:30pm ITV Evening 

News
8:00pm Emmerdale
8:30pm Britain’s 

Busiest 
Motorway

9:00pm Secret Chef
10:00pm Play to the 

Whistle
11:00pm The Nightly 

Show with 
David Walliams

11:30pm ITV News

12:00pm Football Gold
12:15pm Football Gold
12:30pm Football Gold
12:45pm Football Gold
1:00pm Football
5:00pm Mnf Pre-Game 

Show
6:00pm Football
6:30pm Boxing
7:00pm Premier League 

Review
8:00pm Boxing
8:30pm Football
11:00pm Boxing
11:30pm Boxing Gold
12:00am Boxing

3:50pm The Jeremy Kyle 
Show

4:55pm The Jeremy Kyle 
Show

6:00pm Judge Rinder
7:00pm You’ve Been 

Framed!
7:30pm You’ve Been 

Framed!
8:00pm You’ve Been 

Framed!
9:00pm Two and a Half 

Men
9:30pm Two and a Half 

Men
10:00pm Hell’s Kitchen
11:00pm Plebs

2:05pm Heartbeat
3:10pm The Royal
4:15pm Where the Heart 

is
5:20pm In Loving Memory
5:55pm Doctor at Large
6:25pm On the Buses

This bold, bawdy 
and brash sitcom 
hit British screens 
in 1969. 

6:55pm Heartbeat
9:00pm Midsomer 

Murders
11:00pm Wycliffe
12:10am Prime Suspect

3:30pm Hogan’s Heroes
4:00pm Ironside
5:00pm The Professionals
6:05pm The Saint
7:05pm Storage Wars 

Texas
7:35pm Storage Wars 

Texas
8:00pm Pawn Stars
8:30pm Pawn Stars
9:00pm World Superbike 

Championship 
Highlights

10:00pm Benidorm
11:00pm Total Recall
12:00am FYI Daily

TUESDAY - 28 FEBRUARY
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12:00pm Ramsay’s Kitchen 
Nightmares USA

1:00pm Channel 4 News
1:05pm A New Life in the 

Sun
2:05pm Find it, Fix it, Flog 

it
3:10pm Countdown
4:00pm Fifteen to One
5:00pm A Place in the Sun
6:00pm Come Dine with 

Me
7:00pm The Simpsons
7:30pm Hollyoaks
8:00pm Channel 4 News
9:00pm The Secret Life of 

the Zoo
10:00pm 24 Hours in A and

E
11:00pm Catastrophe

8:00pm 100 Days
8:30pm Weird Nature
9:00pm Planet Earth II

Wildlife 
documentary 
series presented 
by David 
Attenborough. 

10:00pm The Secret Science
of Pop

11:00pm The Richest Songs
in the World

12:30am Indian Hill 
Railways

1:30am What a 
Performance! 
Pioneers of 
Popular 
Entertainment
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More than 10 years ago I applied to my
local town hall for a building licence to

build my house in the ‘campo.’  Under the regu-
lations at the time, the minimum area to build
was 10,000m2 of land and the maximum built-
area of the house was 2 per cent of the plot area. 

My plot was over 10,000m2 and the built area
was less than the maximum. The licence was is-
sued, the house was built and a Certificate of

Habitation issued on completion. The house is
U-shaped around an open courtyard. Now I want
to extend my house by enclosing part of the
courtyard. The new enclosed area will take the
built-area to the limit of 2 per cent of the plot
size, but will not extend beyond the original foot-
print. Do I need to apply for a building licence
for this small extension?

B C (Costa Blanca)

For more news and articles visit www.n332.es or search N332 on Facebook.

Does he need building permit? 

Send your questions for David Searl through lawyers Ubeda-Retana & Associates in
Fuengirola at Ask@lawtaxspain.com, or call 952 667 090.

Yes.  If you build,
you need a licence.

You need to take your plan
to your town hall urbanis-
mo department .  Further,

when you are  done,  you
need to change your listing
in the Property Registry to
show your  new covered
area.   

David Searl
You and the Law 
in Spain

LEGALLY SPEAKING

AS part of the series, we answer some common driving questions and keep you updated on
the latest driving and road news kindly provided by members of the Guardia Civil based in
Torrevieja, Costa Blanca, who set up the N332 website and Facebook page to help break
down barriers.

Are you distracted
by modern systems?

THERE are many systems now on vehicles
that can help make driving safer. Many hide
behind names and acronyms that not everyone
understands such as ABS, ESP, traction control
or blind spot control and whilst these aim to
improve safety, they can also increase the level
of distraction.

A recent study by RACE and Castrol re-
vealed that the lack of knowledge about the
operation of these technologies can have a
negative effect on driving, with a reported 6
per cent frightened by these systems, 13 per
cent stressed and 25 per cent distracted by
them.

As a result, it is necessary to know how they
operate to avoid the anxiety caused by the new
technology. As a car’s cockpit becomes more
like that of a complex space shuttle than a clas-
sic car with steering wheel and levers, it is im-
portant to train yourself on exactly what your
vehicle does. Read the manual, search the in-
ternet and train yourself on every device on

your vehicle, and do so before you take to the
road.

According to studies, ignorance or relying
too much on the technology, can directly influ-
ence driving. For example, if the system alerts
the driver when they are exceeding the speed
limit, but the speed control is automatic, the
driver can become lazy and forget about the
acceleration and take longer than normal to
take it off speed control and manually reduce
the speed.

The stress caused by new technologies in
the vehicle can also affect your psychophysical
state. According to Luis Montoro, President of
the Spanish Foundation for Road Safety (FES-
IVAL), long periods of stress behind the
wheel, means the mind cannot rest and conse-
quently, the body will perform negative ac-
tions which can affect driving safety. 

An overload of data from all the extra dials,
controls and equipment, can also fatigue a dri-
ver and distract attention from the road.

OVERLOAD: Can fatigue a driver.

ONCE again the British public have been
stuffed by misinformation from the govern-
ment. I’m talking about diesel cars. About 15
years ago Gordon Brown offered incentives
for people to buy diesel fuelled cars and over
the next few years we did … in fact over
eight million were sold. Fuel was cheaper and
no-one wanted to buy your second-hand
petrol car so their prices dropped. 

Now it turns out they were wrong and they
want you to pay a surcharge if you want to
drive your diesel car into many city centres.
So, of course, no-one wants to buy your poi-
son-spewing death machine diesel car! It’s
absolutely disgusting that folks that bought
these cars in good faith are now being pun-
ished by the new ‘toxic tax.’ There is talk
about a scrappage scheme to encourage peo-
ple to dump their diesel cars and buy a petrol
car. That is no help whatsoever to the punter
who just can’t afford a new car. As usual the
government has cocked up and you, me and
all the other mugs that listened to them are
going to have to foot the bill.

On to more serious things. What is the
point of garnish? I like veal Milanese with

spaghetti bolognaise. A pretty basic, simple
dish for a pretty simple person. So why does
it turn up with a lettuce leaf and a slice of or-
ange on it? The orange, of course, is slightly
cut and twisted to make it look pretty.  It does
nothing to compliment the meal and immedi-
ately gets dumped on to the nearest side plate. 

I’ve had egg and bacon with parsley on the
plate! In fact, parsley keeps turning up every-
where. Why? Why use up so much of some-
thing nobody wants? I’ve had food turn up
with so much green stuff sprinkled over it, it
looks like it was left in the garden and some-
one has gone past it with a Flymo! I’ve even
had a sprig of parsley on an ice cream dessert.
Are you raving bonkers? The only things you
can garnish ice cream with is chocolate or
fudge sauce or another dollop of ice cream.
NOT GREEN STUFF!  

I used to go to a great Thai restaurant on
the Mijas road, which is closed now, and they
used to make amazing things with carrots,
like little sculptures of flowers and animals. It
was a bit wasted on me because I like carrots
and I just ate them only to be informed one
day that they were only for decoration and
sometimes got moved from plate to plate!
That will teach me to think that everything
served with my dinner was for me to eat and
not to take a bloody photo of! I’m on Talk
Radio Europe Friday February 24 at 11.30am. 

Email me at mikesenker@gmail.com.

Mike Senker
In my opinion
Views of a Grumpy Old Man

The great diesel car scam
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• Average: 12 • Good: 16
• Very good: 24 • Excellent: 31

TARGET: 

LAST WEEK’S SOLUTION

aeon amen anoa damn darn dean done earn mana mane
mean mend moan morn name nard near nerd node norm
omen rand rend roan adman admen adorn amend anode
arena demon drone maned manor monad named namer
nomad radon roman anadem daemon enamor madman
madmen maenad merman moaned moaner modern
random remand adenoma MEMORANDA 

Sudoku

Nonagram
How many English words of four letters or more

can you make from the nine letters in our
Nonagram puzzle? Each letter may be used
only once (unless the letter appears twice).
Each word MUST CONTAIN THE CENTRE

LETTER (in this case W) and there must be AT
LEAST ONE NINE LETTER WORD. Plurals,
vulgarities or proper nouns are not allowed.

Euro Weekly News strives for accuracy, but cannot be held
responsible for the accuracy of published forecastsS: Sun Cl: Clear F: Fog C: Cloudy Sh: Showers Sn: Snow Th: Thunder

LA
ST

 W
EE

K
’S

 S
O

LU
TI

O
N

Fill the grid so that every row, every column and
every 3X3 box contains the digits 1-9. There’s no
maths involved. You solve the puzzle with
reasoning and logic.

MADDOCKS’ VIEW ON LIFE

‘ CHECK MATE AGAIN - AUTOMATION IS GOING TO RUIN
OUR COFFEE BREAK! ’

Saturday February 18

IRISH LOTTO

Saturday February 18
LA PRIMITIVA

EL GORDO DE
LA PRIMITIVA
Sunday February 19

UK NATIONAL
LOTTERY

Saturday February 18

Friday February 17

Tuesday February 14

EURO MILLIONS

11 13 21

37
4

49 59

BONUS BALL

7

BONUS BALL

27 32 44

45
24

46 47

BONUS BALL

5 15 19

21 29 39

2 10 24

40

3

1044

BONUS BALL

7 31 37

38 39

19 25 33

36

2

948

BONUS BALL

43

1

BONUS BALL

LAST WEEK’S
SOLUTION

Kakuro Fill all the empty squares using
the numbers 1 to 9, so that the
sum of each horizontal block

equals the ‘clue’ on its left, and
the sum of each vertical block
equals the clue on its top. No
number may be used in the
same block more than once.  

weatherAxarquía
Alicante 
TODAY: MAX 21, MIN 12 - C

Fri - 20 11 Cl
Sat - 19 10 C
Sun - 19 11 S
Mon - 21 12 S
Tues - 19 11 S
Wed - 18 11 S

Almeria 
TODAY: MAX 22, MIN 12 - CL

Fri - 19 12 Sh
Sat - 19 11 C
Sun - 20 12 S
Mon - 21 13 S
Tues - 21 12 S
Wed - 19 12 Cl

Barcelona 
TODAY: MAX 19, MIN 9 - S

Fri - 16 9 Cl
Sat - 16 8 C
Sun - 17 8 Cl
Mon - 18 9 S
Tues - 15 8 Sh
Wed - 16 8 C

Benidorm 
TODAY: MAX 21, MIN 12 - C

Fri - 19 12 C
Sat - 18 11 C
Sun - 19 11 S
Mon - 21 12 Cl
Tues - 19 11 Cl
Wed - 18 10 Cl

Bilbao 
TODAY: MAX 15, MIN 10 - C

Fri - 12 6 Sh
Sat - 18 7 C
Sun - 19 9 C
Mon - 18 8 Sh
Tues - 14 6 C
Wed - 16 7 Sh

Madrid 
TODAY: MAX 20, MIN 5 - CL

Fri - 18 3 S
Sat - 17 4 S
Sun - 18 5 S
Mon - 17 4 C
Tues - 16 3 C
Wed - 16 3 Cl

Malaga
TODAY: MAX 21, MIN 11 - S

Fri - 21 11 Cl
Sat - 18 9 Cl
Sun - 20 10 Cl
Mon - 21 11 S
Tues - 19 10 S
Wed - 19 9 Cl

Mallorca
TODAY: MAX 21, MIN 10 - CL

Fri - 18 8 Cl
Sat - 17 8 S
Sun - 18 7 C
Mon - 18 8 C
Tues - 18 8 Cl
Wed - 17 7 Cl

CASABERMEJA

ARCHIDONA

VELEZ-MALAGA

MALAGA

NERJA

R DE LA VICTORIA

CASABERMEJA

ARCHIDONA

VELEZ-MALAGA

MALAGA

NERJA

R DE LA VICTORIA

TODAY

TOMORROW

CASABERMEJA

ARCHIDONA

VELEZ-MALAGA

MALAGA

NERJA

R DE LA VICTORIA

SATURDAY
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AK, BE INFORMED AND ENJOY A CHALLENGE

Across
1 Good man has help to get sober (5)
4 Street telephone line (6)
9 Church renews lease for a football team (7)
10 Sense some of his mellowness (5)
11 Foolish King is with Cinders (4)
12 Delight in French song (7)
13 Liberal left slum the lot (3)
14 Delight some eagle-eyed viewers (4)
16 Upset pet’s gait (4)
18 The dish is from occupied France (3)
20 A sabre I broke in a military installation (3,4)
21 Call for part of a book (4)
24 Enthusiastic approval is lost in a terrible clatter (5)
25 I posed a problem being fat (7)
26 Substitute a small sorceress (6)
27 Wimbledon champion Chris is always on time (5)

Down
1 Observe dog being kept safe (6)
2 Raves about claims (5)
3 Sleep like a tramp in Barbados shack (4)
5 Examine luggage to establish legal precedent (4,4)
6 Repeat some of the composite rates (7)
7 For a change, go late for an Italian ice cream (6)
8 Corrupt males in Oregon (5)
13 Times can change meaning of words (8)
15 Knowledge Garland added for enchantress (7)

17 Harbours with own poles (6)
18 Bar some flopped albums (5)
19 ‘God without end’ admitting church is fake (6)
22 Poem for a sailor to remind him of home (5)
23 Textbook item contains mention of bird of prey (4)

Enjoy filling in the following puzzles and check the answers
in next week’s edition

LAST WEEK’S SOLUTIONS

Cryptic

Code Breaker

English - Spanish

page

7 Recall, 8 Attune, 9 Node,
10 Entirely, 11 Abstain, 13 Peace,
15 Brisk, 17 Beating, 20 Lacerate,
21 Ruse, 23 Renege, 24 Scarab. 

1 Nero, 2 Lament, 3 Algeria,
4 Paste, 5 Starve, 6 Anglican,
12 Barrages, 14 Reverse,
16 Sweden, 18 Tarzan, 19 Jaded,
22 Span. 

1 Robin, 4 Phobic, 9 Tractor,
10 Nurse, 11 Apex, 12 Edifice,
14 Grab, 16 Acre, 18/13 Rip off,
20 Piccolo, 21 Save, 24 Erode,
25 Trample, 26 Linger, 27 Maybe. 

1 Ritual, 2 Brave, 3 Note,
5 Handicap, 6 Barrier, 7 Clever,
8 Brief, 13 Obsolete, 15 Raccoon,
17 Appeal, 18 Route, 19 Recede,
22 Apply, 23 Calm. 

Across:

Across:

QUICK

CRYPTIC

1 Llegar, 4 Eggs, 8 Clear,
9 Ataud, 10 Aconsejar,
13 Leche, 14 Often, 15 Ríos,
16 Tapete. 

1 Lock, 2 Ejercicio, 3 Aprender,
5 Guarantee, 6 Seda,
7 Cacerola, 11 Flor, 12 Once. 

Down:

Quick

ENGLISH-
SPANISH
Across:

Each number in the Code Breaker grid represents a different letter of the alphabet.
In this week’s puzzle, 5 represents K and 17 represents L, so fill in K every time

the figure 5 appears and L every time the figure 17 appears. Now, using your
knowledge of the English language, work out which letters should go in the

missing squares. As you discover the letters, fill in other squares with the same
number in the main grid and the control grid.

Across
1 T-shirts (9)
8 Boniato (5,6)
9 Minutes (of a meeting) (4)
10 Cinturón (4)
13 Table tennis (5,2,4)
14 Scarlet (9)

Down
2 Olives (9)
3 Dentro de (4)
4 Those (4)
5 Asombro (9)
6 Asphalt (7)
7 Cartero (7)
11 Island (4)
12 Campana (de iglesia, puerta) (4)

CODE BREAKER 

The clues are mixed, some clues are in Spanish and
some are in English.

Across
1 New World vulture (6)
4 Writing implement (6)
9 Be in accord (5)

10 Less rational (7)
11 Unforeseen obstacle (4)
12 Friendly and pleasant (8)
13 Let for money (5)
15 Strikingly odd or unusual (5)
18 Reticent (8)
21 Blemish made by dirt (4)
24 Disease (7)
25 Accumulate (5)
26 Wayward (6)
27 Place where bread and cakes

are made or sold (6)

Down
1 State of extreme confusion and

disorder (5)
2 Give a spoken or written account

of: (7)
3 Kitchen cooker (4)
5 Check closely (7)
6 Ascend (5)
7 Small storeroom for storing foods

or wines (6)
8 To say again or imitate (4)
12 Prosecute at law (3)
14 Operating physician (7)
15 Take in marriage (3)
16 Put back (7)
17 Cook in liquid (6)
19 Relating to the sun (5)
20 Posing no difficulty (4)
22 Savoury, appetising (5)
23 Spanish sparkling wine (4)

Down:

Down:

Crossword 





ON the morning of February
15 my friends booked a flight
from Malaga to Dublin trav-
elling on February 22. At
5pm they received a call from
Ireland to say a close friend
had died. 

They immediately contact-
ed Ryanair to ask if they
could transfer their flight to
the following day i.e. Febru-
ary 16. Their request was
dealt with at no extra cost.
Well done Ryanair. So often
they get bad publicity.

Yvonne Thomas, 
Torremolinos

Brexit
confusion
FIRST it was ‘Brexit means

Brexit’ with no further de-
tails. Then it was the boiled
egg variety ‘soft or hard
Brexit.’ There were even
some references to ‘black or
white Brexit.’ Now it seems it
is ‘Brexit at any cost.’ 

One particular commenta-
tor here is fond of calling Re-
main voters ‘confused.’ There
is no confusion among Re-
main voters. They voted with
perfect clarity to remain in-
side the EU. They would do
so again given the opportuni-
ty. The confusion is all in the
Brexit camp. 

Just look at the pledge they
made to divert British EU
money to the NHS - com-
pletely opposed in the Bill be-
fore Parliament by the very
people who argued FOR it
only nine months ago!

Immigration - arguably the
biggest issue of all in the ref-
erendum - has been shown to
be mostly from countries
OUTSIDE the EU. In fact,
most Brexit voters just want
to keep out people from Mus-
lim countries which are not in
the EU. How confused is
that? 

‘Brexit at any cost’ means
exactly that. Cost.

Brian Eagleson, 
Mojacar 

Trump
truths
THE only person scowling
after that fiasco was Trump
seeing his great plan blown
out of the water and the

worldwide condemnation that
followed.

The would-be terrorists
must be rolling all over the
desert busting their sides
laughing.

Immigration control is vital
but it is also such a serious
and contentious issue that it
needs to be carefully planned
and executed.

This was neither. It was
clumsy and amateurish. The
follow up was equally pathet-
ic. At the moment all we are
seeing from Trump’s Presi-
dency is disarray and chaos. 

Naturally he denies this,
claiming that it is a well-oiled
machine. And of course, he is
the president therefore he
must be telling the truth and
everyone else is wrong. 

Ian Terry

The views expressed and opinions given in Letters are not necessarily those of the EWN publishers. They accept no responsibility for accuracy of information, errors, omissions or statements, and reject claims
arising out of any action that a company or individual may take on the basis of information contained therein.

LETTERS 
Letters for Your Say should be emailed to yoursay@euroweeklynews.com or make your comments straight on our website: www.euroweeklynews.com 

All letters, whether by email or post, should carry the writer’s postal address, NIE and contact number though only the name and town will be published. 
Letters may also be edited. 

Readers who have missed earlier correspondence can see all letters posted on: www.euroweeklynews.com

WHEN YOU WRITE

YOUR PAPER - YOUR VOICE - YOUR OPINION

Low fare Ryanair played fair

Photographs for possible publication should be sent by email with a full caption to: photonews@euroweeklynews.com

LETHAL WEAPON: The deadly hairs of the processional caterpillar.

On Tony Blair
I STILL cannot understand why this man is not in prison for
what he has done to the country. He took us into the Iraq
war after which the world now suffers from terrorism, and
he destroyed Britain with his immigration programme. Any-
one who listens to this idiot deserves a good slapping. 

Roy Peters

Mallorca taxi drivers
A GREAT common sense idea, I can’t understand why there
isn’t already a bus service to and from the airport! As is the
Spanish mentality, taxi drivers hate competition rather than
looking at it as a way of using it to provide a better service
to try and entice customers! Spain is way behind on the
competition front because their culture, political and other-
wise, prefers monopoly, they don’t like giving... but they love
taking!

Mike in ESP

Animal rights in Benidorm
I WOULD like to thank your paper for taking the time to cov-
er this story, you have the thanks of all animal lovers and al-
so thanks from the members of Benidorm News & Informa-
tion Forum on Facebook who expressed their horror at this
barbaric incident. Special thank you to Caroline for covering
the story. 

J. A. Perkins

Brexit & Blair
WHY wont people just accept that, rightly or wrongly the
vote was leave - had the vote been stay then the remainers
would be saying ‘the people have spoken!’ (for what it is
worth I think leaving is a mistake).

David Allcock

I THINK the point is that people were wrongly informed and
blatantly lied to (£350 million to the nhs) and while I don’t
like the guy no one else is willing to stand up to the right
wing media and say it.

Scott Wilkinson

THERESA MAY has changed her mind. Why can’t others - es-
pecially when new information becomes available? Blair has
rattled those in favour of Leave. Why, because he is listened
to by most and Brexit cannot be defended when sensible
questions and concerns are raised. Anyone in favour of Re-
main, are crazy not to support Blair’s intervention.

Graham Clark

COMMENTS from
the Euro Weekly

News website

EVERYONE, especially dog owners and parents,
should be aware that the hairs on processional cater-

pillars carry a deadly poison.
A mere touch by a dog’s nose or tongue can

have deadly consequences. One of our own dogs was poisoned in
this way. With just a little of the poison on her nose, she naturally
stretched her tongue to lick it off but this immediately transferred
into her mouth. Unless very quick remedial action is taken, seri-
ous damage then occurs often causing complete loss of the tongue
and possibly death.

The best and vital action to take is to immediately and thor-
oughly wash the inside and outside of the dog’s mouth with run-
ning water, taking great care not to touch the dog’s mouth or nose
with bare hands. It is strongly advised to have a vet repeat the
mouth washing and give injections of cortisone or other medicine
to counter the poison plus pain killers.

Luckily, our dog responded well and appears normal again.
The most important recommendation is to stay well away from
pine trees, particularly during the caterpillar season. 

Ken Lelliott    

Caterpillar curse 
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MANY experts now believe
sugar is just as deadly an addic-
tion as drink and drugs, with
many people consuming far too
much.

Whilst it may be easier to lay
off the sweets and chocolate,
nutritionists say it is the hidden
sugar in foods that catch people
unaware such as in pre-made
pasta sauces and baked beans.

So what can you do to help
wean yourself off sugar? 

Try and keep your blood
sugar balanced and avoid low
blood sugar that will make you
want to go and get something

sweet for a quick fix, eat small-
er amounts more regularly.
Don’t go longer than three
hours without eating, especially
women, or your blood sugar
levels will drop too low and
your body will give you a crav-
ing for something sweet.

Weaning yourself off sugar
can be easier for some than oth-
ers. Some may prefer to go cold
turkey, others gradually reduce
it. First, after removing from
the house the obvious sources,
such as chocolates and cakes, it
is recommended to take out of
your diet all the savoury foods

that contain added sugar.
Savoury foods such as sauces
like Dolmio, which recently
changed its packaging to show
the sugar content, contain
added sugar so look for healthi-
er or home-made versions to re-
move this added sugar. 

Other foods deemed healthi-
er such as yoghurts and cereal
bars can also contain high lev-
els of sugar so check the labels. 

Next, stop adding sugar to
your hot drinks and other foods
such as cereal. Checking
the package of your
cereal will show
you there is al-
ready sugar in it.

D e t o x i n g
from sugar
can be diffi-
c u l t

and it is normal to struggle with
headaches, cravings, tiredness,
spots and an upset stomach, but
after the initial first few days
your body will start to recali-
brate itself. Cutting out sugar
can reprogramme your taste
buds and can improve your
body, mind and mood, helping
you to sleep better, have
brighter and clearer sight and
be less stressed.
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- How many hours of sleep
does the average adult re-
ally need?
The number of hours of
sleep a healthy adult needs
varies as it depends on
many different factors. Get-
ting at least seven hours of
good, uninterrupted sleep is
considered to be adequate
on average, however some
people find six hours to be
sufficient and others need
more to be able to correctly
carry out their daily activi-
ties.

- When are sleep problems
considered to be insom-
nia?
A patient is considered to
have insomnia when they
are regularly unable to fall
asleep or suffer from fre-
quent episodes during
which they wake up during
the night and are unable to
get back to sleep and all of
this causes them problems
and stops them carrying out
their normal activities dur-
ing the day.

- What are the most com-
mon causes of insomnia?
There can be many different

reasons behind insomnia.
The most frequent cause is
emotional stress. There are,
however, also many psychi-
atric problems and hormon-
al imbalances which also in-
clude insomnia as one of
their symptoms.

- What can be done to
cure it?
The first thing to do is dis-
cover and avoid the cause of
the insomnia. For example
by avoiding stress or by
remedying the hormonal
imbalance which produces
it. Medicines such as mus-
cle relaxants or anti-depres-
sants can help people get to
sleep. Sometimes natural
remedies alone such as re-
laxation techniques and ex-
ercises and herbal teas can
be sufficient to keep it under
control.

- Can it be bad for our
health?
It can most definitely be
very bad for our health, not
just because it can affect our
normal day-to-day lives and
activities, but also because it
can be a cardiovascular risk
factor.

SPECIALIST: Doctor Luis Perez Belmonte.

Ask The
Doctor

Brought to you by 

If you have any questions for Dr Perez Belmonte,
please send them to: 

jefemedico@helicopterossanitarios.com

THIS week we’ve asked the doctor about something a
lot of people complain about, insomnia.

To sleep or 
not to sleep

Wean yourself off the addiction 

SUGAR
ADDICTION:

Don’t go longer
than three hours

without eating.



THE Museum of  Nerja  is
hosting an exhibition on the
city’s famous caves.

The new exhibi t ion ex-
pands on the museum’s ex-
is t ing col lect ion on the
caves and offers for the first
time pieces from the caves’
discovery and the process
by which it became a tourist
attraction, opening on June
20, 1960.

An example of  new ex-
hibi ts  includes or iginal
ident i f icat ion plates  that
were used on tours when the
attraction initially opened.

A spokesperson from the
museum explained,  “ this
piece, which was in the pos-

session of José Torres and
has been donated in  the
name of all the discoverers,
joins  the hammer with

which they accessed the
caves for the first time more
than 57 years ago.”  They
added, “the plaque will be-

come part of the permanent
exhibition of the Museum
and wil l  be shown in the
sect ion dedicated to  the
Caves of Nerja.”

The plaque i tself ,  “ is  a
piece of bronze, sized 96 by
45 millimeters, which will
be placed next to the ham-
mer and chisel  that  was
used to open the first steps
inside the cave in January
1959.”

In addition the key of the
first gate of the cavity and a
book of signatures of  im-
portant  vis i tors  over  the
year will be on display.

The spokesperson ex-
plained, “the relevance of

this donation lies not only
in recovering important
pieces linked with the histo-
ry of the caves and the mu-
nicipal i ty  of  Nerja  but ,
thanks to this  exhibi t ion,
many citizens have been en-
couraged to donate remains
linked to the history of the
locality.”

He urged anyone with any
artefacts from the caves to
donate them to the Museum
of Nerja.
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NERJA is set to host the Social Tan-
go Orchestra on March 17 at the
Cultural Centre Villa de Nerja at
9pm.

The company Productions Lastra
will present the spectacle, which
will include an orchestra and
dancers.  Seven musicians will make
up the orchestra, which features two
accordions, three violins, one double
bass and a piano. Tango dancers will
accompany the music, recreating the
atmosphere of the great orchestras of
the 40s that filled the dance floors of
Buenos Aires, Argentina.

The Tango Social Orchestra was
intended to recreate the imposing
format of ‘Orquesta Típica’ (forma-
tions of approximately seven to 12
members), widely used in the
decades when the tango was in its
heyday.  

The project is made up of a group
of musicians who are lovers of tradi-
tional tango dance. With remarkable
rhythmic force and respect for the
original melodic lines, this group in-
terprets the most classic tango reper-
toires of all time. It is a versatile pro-
ject designed for dance halls,
festivals, theatres and auditoriums,
offering a unique sound, impossible
to achieve in small groups.

Tickets cost €16 and can be pur-
chased at the box office and online
at www.mientrada.net.

SHOPS from across Almuñecar will be
participating in the town’s second ‘com-
mercial feria.’

The festival, which takes places from
February 25 to 27, coincides with the
area’s carnival and the Day of Andalucia.
Rafael Caballero, councillor for Com-
merce, explained the event was held, “in
order to promote and stimulate trade in
the area and to increase commercial

tourism in the locality.”
He added, “the initiative coincides

with two outstanding events as it is the
celebration of the Carnival of Almuñecar
and the festive Day of Andalucia.”

Some 120 shops are participating in
the event, four times the number from
last year, and customers who make a pur-
chase at the event will be eligible for en-
try into a ballot to win a holiday for two.

Museum of Nerja expands
exhibition of its famous caves

NEW EXHIBITS: Include a book of signatures. 

Tango night
comes to town

PROMOTING TRADE: Is one aim of the festival.

Second commercial
feria to be held
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N LAST WEEK’S column I contin-
ued reporting on the progress that we
were making regarding the regenera-

tion of a client’s restaurant.
The menu has now been decided upon and

both the owner and his chef are happy with
the outcome. We now have to look at creat-
ing a different image. No great changes as
the client had spent quite a bit of money on
reforming in the first place. This is more
cosmetic .  A lot  of  effect  can be had by
changing tableware, table setting and light-
ing.

At present the restaurant, which is open
for lunch and dinner, is clothed up. A stan-
dard base cloth with a coloured slip cloth.
Slightly old fashioned for a place that is
aiming to modernise its image. A look under
the cloths however revealed good quality
oak effect tables. The crockery that was be-
ing used was standard white round plates
most of which appeared to have come with
the property when the cl ient  bought  i t .
Lighting was a bit bright and mostly white
but  candles  in  the evening softened the
room.

The f i rs t  decis ion was to  remove the
cloths for the lunch time service and replace
with place mats and ‘table runners.’ Howev-
er in the evening we would revert to table
cloths. Considering the decoration of the
room which was mainly cream/vani l la
colours  we chose a  contrast ing almost
chocolate colour base cloth for the evening
service with vanilla top cloths. Using the
same material as the base cloths we made
the table runners.

For the individual place setting I sourced
a very attractive matt vinyl table mat in the
same colour. This enabled us to use the run-
ners on the square and rectangular tables
and the mats on the round tables.

We discussed using serviettes of the same
colour  the only problem with coloured
serviettes is that continual washing makes
them fade. So we decided on vanilla servi-
ettes and using brown presentation plates
for the evening. Lunchtimes the servi-
ettes will go perfectly on the coloured
place mats.

Crockery was the next step. As we
had an abundance of white plates it was
sensible  to  continue to use many of
those,  but  we added some different
shapes and styles which helped to mod-
ernise the presentation and allowed the
chef to play around with his food pre-
sentation. Nowadays you can get every
shape and style imaginable. 

Funky shapes and styles make for
interesting place settings

Next was lighting. First thing was to put
all the lights on dimmers. Then we changed
the fixed ceiling lights to pendulum lights
with a mixture of cream and brown shades.
The effect was stunning. Picking out some
of the columns in brown would finish off
the effect perfectly. The next week or so it
should all come together and the place will
be ready to welcome clients old and new.

MY SISTER sent me a picture of a bottle
of wine she had just consumed and com-
mented that she ‘had never had this before.’
It was a Sancerre Red. It’s true that it is not
very common to see it in the UK or here in
Spain. Sancerre is from the Loire and is fa-
mous for its Sauvignon Blanc. But it is in-
teresting to know that Sancerre had been
producing reds for several hundred years
until phylloxera destroyed its vines in 1860. 

Up until then it was a favourite served in
the royal courts on both sides of the channel.
Sancerre uses the popular Pinot Noir for its
red wine. It is interesting to note that of the
total production of Sancerre 57 per cent is ex-
ported of which only 3 per cent is red.

The bigger day-night temperature differ-
ences in the Loire compared with Burgundy

gives more of a crunchy rasp-
berry-  and cranberry-s tyle
fruits over cherry, and a spicy,
peppery complexi ty  ra ther
than Burgundy’s earthy un-
dergrowth. 

Better known for their
crisp white sauvignon
blanc.

The unique soil struc-
ture in Sancerre is also
key. About 40 per cent
of the vineyards lie on
the white chalky lime-
stone-clay soils in the
west  of  the region,
many on s teep hi l ls
above Bué and Chavi-
gnol ,  cal led terres
blanches.  These are
among the best  vine-

yards for both Sauvignon Blanc and Pinot
Noir, along with those on the most easterly
slopes around Sancerre which are planted
on the flinty silex terroir (about per cent of
the appellation), which gives a trademark
smoky note and superb minerality and acidi-
ty to the wines. The remaining vineyards are
on limestone pebbles, or caillottes.

The last few years the weather has been
better in the Loire than in wine producing
areas of France meaning that Sancerre has
been able to come up with some good vin-
tages  such as  2014.  As I  said,  I  haven’t
drunk any in years, but I personally found
the wine very light and despite its populari-
ty I’m not really a Pinot Noir kind of guy!!
But I would be happy to try a bottle again.
(Nothing new there I hear you say!!)

ONE OF THE STRANGEST projects I
undertook many years ago was to put to-
gether a Chinese/Japanese restaurant. It was
a huge reform of an old villa near Puerto
Banus. I designed what I thought was a bril-
liant table setting consisting of a black base
cloth with an orange/rust  top cloth with
black Chinese style writing. I then finished
the set t ing with black base plates ,  rust
coloured serviet tes  and black s temmed
glasses. It looked fantastic and I showed it

to an old friend,
fellow restaura-
teur and interior
design guru and
he loved it!! 

So armed with
my brilliant table
setting I proudly
presented i t  to
my cl ient  who
stepped back in

horror. I thought the ‘Chi-
nese’ writing might have ac-
tually meant something rude
but it was simpler than that -
Black is  a  very unlucky
colour in Chinese
c u l t u r e .
Ooops!!

ON THAT NOTE I  will
bid you farewell until next
week and should aspir ing
restaurateurs need some help
or advice, please do not hes-
itate to contact me. A toast
to Good Food, Good Wine
and Good friends.

WITH
GARRY
WAITE

I

People who love to
eat are always the
best people.

Julia Child.

Good Food, Good Wine and Good Friends

Garry Waite is a well-known foodie and restaurateur as well as a Hospitality Management Consultant. If you are contemplating setting up an operation in Spain, 
or indeed having problems with an existing project contact him on garrywaite@euroweeklynews.com.

LOVE IT OR HATE IT, Tr ipAdvisor, the
bible for many a traveller, is here to stay. It
comes in for a lot of stick especially from
restaurateurs and hoteliers. And yet we all
check our rankings and read the comments,
smiling when we receive good reviews and
scowling when we receive bad or unfair
ones. I have had run ins with TripAdvisor
especially their aptly named ‘Content In-
tegrity’ department who, as the name sug-
gests, are responsible for not only what goes into the re-
views, but whether said reviews are legit imate and not
written by members of staff or friends and family. 

I was contacted once about one of my restaurants where
they informed me that I was being ‘disciplined’ - ie being
dropped down in the ratings - because they were under the
impression that a member of staff or of their family had writ-
ten a glowing review. This was not the case as it happens,
but there was a review from the brother of one of my staff,
but he was a regular client and was perfectly qualified to
write a review. 

Where does one draw the line between a random client and
a regular who becomes a ‘friend’ of the business. Because of
the link between TripAdvisor and Facebook if a ‘friend’ on
Facebook writes a review it states that that review was written
by a ‘friend.’ How does that fit into their rules?

Businesses are encouraged to get clients to write reviews
for them. Some even offer incentives like complimentary
wine or drinks. Is this against the rules or just enthusiastic
marketing?

In some cases, penalised businesses are not even aware
that rules are being broken, as in the case of a small hotel
where an elderly relative of the owners posted reviews after
staying at the hotel as guests.

As a result, TripAdvisor dropped the business in the rank-
ings by over 100 places.

There have been cases though where some businesses
have written bad reviews about their competitors. This is a
despicable act and should be stamped on, but their rulings
are a bit wacky! Business owners are often unaware that
they should not post reviews about a competitor business,
even if they are relaying a genuine experience, good or bad.

The problems arise when those that own or work in a
business do not realise how TripAdvisor defines direct com-
petitors. TripAdvisor confirm that this would apply to any
type of business in the same sector if that business is within
10 miles of your business. To put that into perspective, an
employee, say of the three Michel in star Alain Ducasse
restaurant at the Dorchester hotel (in Park Lane, London) is
not permitted to write a review of McDonald’s in Hackney!!



AXARQUIA takes its name
from the Arabic ‘Ash-shar-
quia,’ which rather boringly
means ‘the eastern region’ is
the smallest region in An-
dalucia which extends along
the coast and inland to the
east of Malaga.

This area enjoys a marvel-
lous climate, many beaches,
picturesque inland villages,
mountains and rivers but de-
velopment was quite late
compared to the rest of the
Spanish coast and it is con-
sidered to be more peaceful
and laid back than its neigh-
bours.

Tourists enjoy driving
along what is known as the
‘Route of the Sun and Avo-
cado’ to drink in the peaceful
view of well-tended agricul-
tural land.

Although all parts are at-
tractive and have their posi-
tive points, the main towns
which attract the most visi-
tors as well as purchasers of
both retirement and holiday
properties are:

Almuñecar, with its
coastal suburb La Herradura,
offers sun, sea and antiquity
to the discerning visitor and
has one of the larger popula-
tions in the Axarquia region.

Frigiliana is a typical
white walled village which is
at the base of a national park
and close to the sea but has
been voted as one of the
most beautiful towns in
Spain and whilst not over-
run with tourists welcomes
foreign investment.

Nerja which offers a com-
bination of antiquity, archi-

tecture and beaches with its
most popular attraction being
the caves, containing paint-
ings which are over 20,000
years old and other pre-his-
toric remains. There are
plenty of good restaurants,
cafes and bars as well as 16
kilometres of sandy beaches
which also welcome the oc-

casional concert.
Rincon de la Victoria, like

Nerja offers a wide variety of
places of interest, including
more prehistoric caves,
sandy beaches, good dining,
golf and Bezmiliana Castle.
The town is famous for its
locally caught Anchovies
(Boquerones) which can be

obtained at almost any beach
restaurant or bar.

Torre del  Mar is ,  as  the
name suggests, a pleasant
sea side town which used to
have many defensive towers
and is one of the main re-
sorts of Axarquia as well as
being the beach resort  of
Velez-Malaga, capital of the

Axarquia region.
One of the resort’s particu-

lar features is the esplanade
which follows the coast to
the Marina of Caleta de
Velez which has over 200
berths and offers sailing and
a variety of other water-
sports.

Torrox, like many other

towns around Spain, divides
into two, part inland and part
by the sea. Torrox village
which is about four kilome-
tres inland is a typical white
town built on a steep slope
whilst Torrox Costa is a pop-
ular coastal strip, with a
choice of hotels and accom-
modation available. 

Velez-Malaga, capital of
and largest city in Axarquia,
is just 50 kilometres from
Malaga airport and is of Arab
origin. This picturesque old
town surrendered to an army
of Ferdinand II of Aragon
1487 and with its historic
background, relatively com-
pact size and small popula-
tion, the city is becoming in-
creasingly popular with
foreign visitors. 

There have been problems
with buildings constructed
without proper permission
but this is very much a thing
of the past and there are
good lawyers in the area who
have knowledge of English
and local conditions so any
prudent purchaser would be
well advised to ensure that
they have professional help
before committing to buying
in this beautiful and expand-
ing area.
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By John Smith

Axarquia: a location to enjoy

WHITE WALLED: The village of Frigiliana was voted as one of the most beautiful towns in Spain.
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SPRING is just around the
corner and with it, the dread-
ed flies will be back in force.

Although there are plenty
of things, from electric zap-
pers to chemical sprays, on
the market to get rid of the
annoying insects, sometimes
they are less efficient and
more harmful to the environ-
ment than we would like.

There are, however, some
natural ,  tradit ional tr icks
which have been used in
Spain for as long as anyone
can remember which can
help you keep your  home
fly-free. They are all cheap
and s imple and take very

little time to prepare:
1. Aromatic plants
Not only do these come in

useful for warding off mos-
quitoes, hanging bunches of
lavender, basil or citronella in

doorways or windows will al-
so encourage flies to go and
knock on someone else’s door
instead.

2. Bags of water
Ever wondered why you

often see transparent plastic
bags full of water hung up in
Spanish bars or homes? The
magnifying effect is said to
scare flies away when they
see their reflection.

3. Clove and lemon
Another firm favourite with

Spanish housewives that also
serves as an air   freshener.
Cut a lemon in half and stick
a few cloves into it, then
place it wherever you want to
banish flies from.

4. Honey trap
Not too pleasant but very

effective! Mix some honey,
flour and water to form a
paste and place dishes of this
about the area you want to
maintain fly-free. Flies are at-
tracted by the smell of the
honey but will get caught by
the sticky mixture and be un-
able to escape.
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REMEMBER the three pure white German
Shepherds? Scooby aged eight years,
Thomas aged four years, Jason aged three
years? They are now living in Denmark and
being cared for once again by our housesit-
ter Bragi from Iceland. 

They go for daily walks on the beach, and
are very well behaved until one of them
sees something interesting in the distance.
Then they all sprint off to discover what’s
new on their patch.

Bragi’s latest update for us began to de-
scribe their personalities, all very distinct.
Jason is happy in himself and very friendly
to new people. Scooby gets a little scared of
loud noises, so one has to be sensitive to
what is going on around him. And Thomas
is just a little shy at first, and nervous of

strangers. But Bragi tells me that he remem-
bered him from the first housesit assign-
ment and they are the best of friends now.
But all three are real scamps, and Bragi has
to remember to keep his food completely
out of reach. Or, the tykes will demolish
every last morsel before Bragi has even had
a taste of his own dinner! What cheeky
characters! 

Do you need a house or petsitter? Get in
touch. Housesitting can be a win-win for
both parties, free house and petsitting, and
the experienced and checked sitters get free
accommodation!  Register as either hous-
esitter or homeowner now with a 20 per
cent off introductory offer using coupon
code PERFECT20.  To find a house or pet-
sitter go to www.HousesitMatch.com

House-sitting can be a win-win for both parties, free house and pet-sitting and the 
experienced and checked sitters get free accommodation! To find a pet-sitter go to 

www.HousesitMatch.com or call Lamia on 00 44 (0) 777 214 2742.

Update from Scooby,
Thomas and Jason

MANY times I am informed a
dog only understands German,
French, Spanish, English, etc.

Many owners and some
trainers have a misguided per-
ception of what a dog really is
and entertain false expectations
of their pet. Most think their pet
is a small hairy person and as-
sume a dog’s level of under-
standing is equal to their own.

It is vital to keep in mind that
dogs do not have the capacity
to intercept human language,
behaviour or emotions.

Dogs are capable of linking
two ideas together, but not ac-
tions, which are separated to
another time. For example, if a
dog makes a mess during your
absence there’s no point telling
it off or getting annoyed; the
dog’s brain can’t link the ac-
tion. Many say ‘He knows he’s
done wrong.’ He doesn’t, the
brain isn’t formulated this way.

A dog’s brain is much small-
er, in particular the cerebrum -
the portion of the brain associ-
ated with intellectual function,
emotion and personality. Dogs
can’t understand human lan-
guage. It’s more important to
use sound patterns, intonation
and facial and body language.
A dog wants to please and all
learning should be based on a
positive reinforcement or re-

ward. Owners should keep in
mind a large part of a dog’s
brain is occupied with sensory
activity, particularly the inter-
pretation of scent.

Dog’s natural instinct plays a
vital role and it’s difficult to un-
derstand why few dog owners
can differentiate between in-
stinct and intelligence. Instinct
is an urge from within making a
dog act in certain ways and has
no connection with intelligence.

Dog’s first instinct is to sur-
vive. When born a pup squirms
until it finds a teat and sucks it.
No intelligence or learning by
association. Maternal instinct
tells the female to clean up the
foetal membrane, etc and stir
the puppy into action by licking
it. She is not taught and hasn’t
seen another female do this. 

Most instincts provide plea-
sure and as dogs associate ac-
tions with pleasure, the instinct
grows stronger with usage.

Listen to David on TRE every Saturday 10am to 11am
Costa del Sol (Gibraltar/Sotogrande) 98.7fm
(San Roque to Calahonda) 91.9fm 
(Calahonda to Motril) 88.9, Costa Calida 92.7fm
Costa Blanca (Torrevieja to Elche) 105.1fm 
(Elche to Calpe) 88.2fm, (Calpe to Gandia & Ibiza)
104.6fm,
(Denia to Valencia) 95.3fm 
Mallorca 103.9fm

David THE Dogman

Understanding your dog

CLOVE AND LEMON: Also serves as an air freshener.

Fighting nature with nature

THERE’S nothing worse than receiving a beautiful bouquet of
flowers then watching it wilt within a couple of days.

Although every bouquet is different and some types of
flower last better than others, there are a few basic rules for
care and maintenance which will keep them all looking better
for longer.

Usually a bouquet which has come from a florist will have
been treated to make it last longer, and we can help it along by
making sure we don’t place it in direct sunlight or draughts and
avoid subjecting it to extreme temperatures. 

If the stalks need to be cut down, always do so at a 45-degree
angle and try to cut them with a knife, under water if at all pos-
sible. Leaves should not come into contact with the water in-
side your vase and it should never be too cold.

Change the water frequently, at least once or twice per day,
to keep it spotlessly clean and clean the vase at the same time.
Remove any wilted flowers at the same time. There are special
products which can be added to the water to kill bacteria and
make cut flowers last longer, or try adding a drop or two of
white vinegar, gin or lemon juice.

If you are on the giving, rather than receiving end, try to buy
flowers first thing in the morning, avoid bouquets which are in
the sun and look for the freshest looking blooms. If you want to
gift something pretty and long-lasting you could also consider a
small decorative plant instead.

Longer lasting
flower bouquets
By Eleanor Hawkins
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SOLAR BLINDS ES Ideal
for large glazed areas
to reflect heat / glare
and stop furniture fad-
ing and still keep the
view. SAVE HEAT IN
THE WINTER TOO im-
prove your living envi-
ronment. ian@solar
shadetinting.com Tele-
phone Ian 644 546 176
(238665) 

CARPENTER cabinet
maker, Irish. Available
for all types of property
maintenance, plumb-
ing, painting, electrical,
kitchens and bath-
rooms renovated etc.
30 years experience.
Very reliable. Tel: 952
441 955 / 677 087 575
(233419)

GET YOUR business no-
ticed online! Make sure
that expats in Spain can
find your product, service,
restaurant, bar or shop.
Contact Spain’s newest
and brightest online direc-
tory TODAY. Call 952 561
245 or email mark.w@eu
roweeklynews.com for
more details.

WE ARE currently the mar-
ket leader in our country in
the sale of direct car, mo-
torbike, home and compa-
ny fleet insurance. Since
we started out in 1995, our
philosophy has always
been to offer an excellent
service with the best prices
in the market. For the
most competitive quotes in
English, call Linea Directa
on 902 123 309. (200726)

FOR SALE

POLARIS 4x4 quad 350cc
plus small trailer. Hardly
used since new 1,500€
Ifor Will iams 3m long, 4
wheel trailer 1,000€  670
296 830 infosaras@aol.com

CARS BOUGHT FOR
CASH. Cars, Vans, 4 x 4 –
ANYTHING considered.
665 145 856 / 952 551 433

WEST ANDALUCIA  - Self
Sufficient life in paradise at
one with nature.  10 hct.
Finca with a brook running
through with trees: oak,
olive, fig, fruit and vegetable
garden. Independent water
(well) and power-supply (fo-
tovoltaic), pool and big wa-
ter tanks. 350m2 country
villa, 2 floors, 8 bedrooms, 2
bathrooms, spacious living
room with fire-place and
hot-air heating. Selling
price: 395.000€ For more
information: https.//mari
s i so f ia .wordpress .com
e-mail: marisisofia2.0@
gmail.com Phone: +34 653
919 246 and 0049 151 538
38122

UK - SPAIN - Anywhere
Europe! Masses of ex-
perience. New clean ve-
hicles. Insured with
Royal Sun Alliance.
Genuinely CARING ser-
vice. FULL and  / Part
moves. ONLINE
QUOTES!! www.bmceu
ropean.com Tel: UK
08456 443 784 / ES
634 344 787 FIND US
ON FACEBOOK!
(243375)

CARPENTER cabinet
maker, Irish. Available
for all types of property
maintenance, plumb-
ing, painting, electrical,
kitchens and bath-
rooms renovated etc.
30 years experience.
Very reliable. Tel: 952
441 955 / 677 087 575
(233419)

EARN 300€ to 2,500€
per month working
with a reputable British
PLC. Flexible Hours.
No Selling. Local Train-
ing & Support. For
more information
go to www.the-vis
ta-group.co.uk (251438)

WRITER required for
Axarquia area. Applica-
tions by email with full
CV should be sent to re
cruitment@euroweek
lynews.com.

FED UP PAYING TOO
MUCH FOR YOUR MOBILE
PHONE CALLS? THEN
CONTACT TELITEC TO-
DAY. CALLS TO SPAIN 7C
PER MINUTE INCLUDING
MOBILES. CALLS TO UK
5.3C PER MINUTE.
NO MONTHLY FEES,
NO CONTRACT. WWW.TE
LITEC.COM TEL: 902 889
070 (0)

Mobile Service. ITV Le-
gal. Solar Reflective
tint for glass curtains,
balconies, yachts. Stop
fading, heat & glare.
958 496 571 – 644 546
176 ian@solarshade
tinting.com (238665)

Readers of a sensitive
disposition may find
some of the advertise-
ments in this section
offensive.

RIVIERA, young, hot and
sensual Colombian. A
women with style who will
please you like no-one
else. I have lots of toys we
can play with and enjoy.
24h. 650 237 102
(250283)

CALAHONDA. I’m Monica,
a green eyed, slim and ele-
gant woman who will take
you to new realms of plea-
sure and passion. Don’t
hesitate to try me. I can be
your secretary, nurse or
your horny lover. You
choose! 648 814 653
(250283)

HOT Brazilian blonde, 25.
You won’t find better. Per-
fect curves and waiting for
you. 24h 616 368 985.
(250283)

RIVIERA, Laura, gorgeous
40-year-old brunette.
Spanish with a f lawless
body that will fulfil your
desires. Passionate and
exper ienced lover.  My
massages will leave you
begging for more. Try
me, you’ll never forget it.
24h. 650 237 102
(250283)

BUTTERFLY GIRLS, high
quality inbound and out-
bound calls. 8 sex-god-
desses are waiting for you.
24h. Striptease, lesbian,
orgies, porn films and toys
all available. VISA.
www.butterflygirls.es 951
274 723, 648 814 653.
(250283)

VIAGRA/Kamagra/Cialis/W
eight loss pil ls the best
prices in Spain! BUY ONE
GET ONE FREE on certain
items. Order securely
& discreetly online:
www.costapills.net Postal
Nationwide delivery
s a l e s @ c o s t a p i l l s . n e t
(251393)
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A FORD GT once owned by Jenson Button is go-
ing on sale at an auction where it is expected to
fetch more than €300,000. Built in 2005 the VIP
Ford boasts a hand-crafted 550bhp V8 engine with
a quad camera and six-speed manual transmission.  

It can easily hit 200mph plus and reaches
60mph from a standstill in just three and a half
seconds. Benson, awarded an MBE for his ser-
vices to the sport, raced the car from 2006 to 2011. 

Even today it has less than 9,000 miles on the
clock.  

The Ford will be sold by Silverstone Auctions
who described it as that ‘rare breed of modern cars

that instantly become collectable.’ It goes on sale
at the track’s famous Race Retro rally from Febru-
ary 24-26.  

The Warwickshire show will see a terrific selec-
tion of classics, including a TS14 raced in 1972
and a Bentley Speed 8 worth over €10 million.  

It’s unknown if Button himself will be in at-
tendance. The 27-year-old announced his retire-
ment from Formula One racing in 2016, but re-
mains an ambassador for McLaren until at least
2018. He won the 2009 Championship with
Brawn GP and won 15 races out of 305 with 50
podium finishes. 

Clarkson
Quote of the Week

The Caterham may only have 250bhp, but you have to remember it
weighs about the same as a J-cloth.” 

Some might say... 

Motoring shorts

TOP GEAR returns to BBC Two
for the second season in its con-
troversially revamped formula.
The first new episode will be
broadcast on March 5 featuring a
spanking new line-up minus one
Chris Evans. 

The marmite radio presenter,
who fronted the first season with-
out Clarkson and co, quit after
appalling feedback from viewers
last year. The 2017 version will
feature Matt LeBlanc, an unex-
pected hit from season one, mo-
toring journalist Chris Harris, and
TV presenter Rory Reid. 

A BBC trailer for the new
show featured helicopters and
rocket launchers, suggesting the
Beeb is pulling out all the stops
to challenge Clarkson, May and
Hammond and their Grand Tour. 

The Gand Tour is currently
available on Amazon Prime. The
former Top Gear trio has also
launched a new motoring plat-
form DriveTribe which is set to
compete with the BBC online as
well as on the small screen.

The return of
Top Gear

www.euroweeklynews.com
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THE Lexus brand has a strong following
with both private buyers and business users,
and the latest GS300h explains why.

Beautifully styled and extremely refined
to drive, the GS300h has a clue in its name -
the ‘h’ is for hybrid. It uses petrol engines
boosted by electric motors to deliver good
fuel economy, low road tax and more at-
tractive benefit-in-kind rates for the busi-

ness user.
There are two engines in the range, the

300h and 450h. Both are mated to electric
motors. There are four trim levels: Execu-
tive Edition, Luxury, F Sport and Premier.

Rivals in the sector include BMW 5 Se-
ries and Audi A6, but the Lexus offers a for-
midable alternative, scoring highly for
classy styling, green credentials, lower tax-

es and, it can be argued, more brand exclu-
sivity.

Prices start at €41,890 (£34,995)  for the
GS300h Executive Edition, which was my
recent test model. The 0-100 kph time is
nine seconds, top speed of 191 kph. And for
such a large powerful car, the fuel figure of
22.7 kpl (64.2 mpg) combined is impres-
sive.

Lexus GS300h: the refined hybrid

FORD GT: Boasts a hand-crafted
550bhp V8 engine and six-
speed manual transmission.

A rare bread of
modern car that

instantly becomes
collectable.

Farewell to the underdog
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HE Big CCCA Event
in February was, with-
out doubt, its 2017

Sherry Tour.
The four-day event ran a full

entry of 27 cars, which started
from Venta Los Almendros, on
the Ronda road, and finished
near Algeciras.

The event was considered a
huge success, enjoyed by mar-
vellous people who are CCCA
members.

This is what Club members
Andrew and Simon had to say
about it: “Yet again the CCCA
came up trumps, this time with
a four-day tour to the sherry tri-
angle of southern Spain.

“Professionally organised by
Ian and Carol Giles, the de-
tailed roadbook took us into the
hills around Ronda then across
some superb scenery before
joining the coast road near Ve-
jer for our first overnight stop
at the Hotel Montenmedio.

“The following
day we drove along the coast
road getting a good view of the
breaking waves of the Atlantic
Ocean, taking coffee at Trafal-
gar and the symbolic light-
house before continuing onto
our next hotel, the magnificent
Duques de Medinacelli, in El
Puerto de Santa Maria for two
nights including a black-tie
dinner.  

“The third day was free,
with many visiting Cadiz be-
fore returning for dinner at the
famous El Faro restaurant.

“Our last day’s route went
inland before returning to the
coast and a clear view across

the Straits to Morocco, finish-
ing with lunch near Tarifa.

“A very enjoyable time in
this wonderful area of Spain,
although all of the eating and
drinking means a strict diet is
now called for!”

There are a number of pho-
tographs of this super event on
this page taken by Andrew
Buck-Honour and Richard
Masters, thank you gentlemen
for these.

The Club’s next major event
will be a five-day Tour D’Al-
garve starting on April 25.
Anyone interested in taking
part in this five-Star event
should contact Ian Giles.

T

Further information on Classic Car Club of Andalucia events can be found on the Club’s website www.cccandalucia.com. 
Membership of this vibrant club is open to anyone owning a genuine classic car here in Spain.

Saca tu coche clásico del garage y diviértete con el.

Classic Car Club of Andalucia

YOU may know that The Club regularly sup-
ports the local chapter of the JEC (Jaguar En-
thusiasts Club). They arranged an excellent car
run in similar style to that of the very successful
CCCA.  Here is what JEC member, Jenny
Wray, said of this event:

“The Jaguar Enthusiasts’ Club met at El
Trapiche on this sunny but chilly morning. The
line-up was jaw dropping!  

“Red Jag, blue Jag, green Jag, drop head Jag
and an ex-police Daimler Dart still with its
clanging bell on the front. 

“The run started on one of my favourite
routes, Trapiche to Vinuela, then towards Peri-
ana.  The views of the sun on the reservoir be-
low resembled a large silver puddle. In the hills
sheep and goats blended into the hillsides with
the most jaw-dropping views and scenery. 

“As we drove into the mountains we passed a
few houses with country folk in dressing
gowns, always smiling and waving whilst gath-
ering kindling. 

“Hunters were assembled on the hillsides for
wild boar, rabbits, partridge or anything that
moved!  

“We were en route through the craggy moun-
tains past Guaro and Alfarnate. The village was

starkly cold in
the sharp sun and
shadows. 

“A little further we reached Venta Alfarnate.
A  snug place with a history of bandits hiding
out in the surrounding mountains. It was cosy;
we were packed sardine style, ordering coffee,
and admiring the old gaol still intact behind the
bar where the Sheriffs ‘roomed’ their prisoners
en route to the Granada courts.

“Onwards, descending into the valley of
cherry trees, before dropping gradually past
quarries of white stone into the Zafarraya
plateau. Much of our local food comes from
this plain. Fields of vegetables with greenhous-
es of fruit and tender salad leaves, sheep and
goats showing the diversity of local farming.

“Next, a breather for the incomparable views
down the valley to our Cava stop. Just a reviv-
er!  We needed it for the sharp wind, and the
odd flurry of snow pushed us down to ‘El Pan-
tano’ Restaurant on the edge of Lake Vinuela.
A wonderful four-course meal was enjoyed for
only €25!  This is a fantastic fami-
ly run restaurant with views
over the reservoir. We will
visit again.”

Price increase
ALTHOUGH the Club has been us-
ing El Chaparral Golf Club as its
home base for 10 years the price of
the excellent monthly dinner has re-
mained steadfastly at €20 including
wines.  This low price couldn’t con-
tinue ‘ad infinitum’ and new owners
are now charging €25pp but have
improved both quality and quantity.
It is still outstanding value as the
many members who attended in Feb-
ruary will attest.  

WE are currently motoring through France and Spain
and came across a hotel you may be interested in.

No self-respecting motoring enthusiast could fail to
be captivated by the noise, ambience and spectacle of
the ‘24 Heures du Mans,’ the June 24-Hour Le Mans
race.

If you’re travelling to or from the UK and using the
channel ports, or the Eurotunnel, then do take time to
stop at the famous Hotel de France in Chartres-sur-
Loire in the Sarthe, near Le Mans.

The atmosphere at this hotel is marvellous. The
walls of the Brasserie are adorned with photos from
every period of the race history and the myriads of mo-
tor-sporting luminaries that have stayed here. Every
motor-sporting ‘name’ you could think of. Jack Brab-
ham, Graham Hill, Derek Bell, Jo Siffert, Ritchie
Ginther, Roy Salvadori, Stirling Moss and hundreds
more.  Even Steve McQueen, Jackie Onassis and Pres-
ident Kennedy had their photos taken and stayed here. 

It was the race teams that made the place famous
though. Race cars would be parked behind the hotel
being ‘fettled’ through the night, then driven the 27
miles to the circuit.  Just imagine, a works Porsche
917 firing up in the  Place de la Republique then dri-

ven, on open exhausts, to the
circuit!  There is a photo
amongst the huge collection in
the hotel of just that. One could
spend hours poring over the memorabilia, soaking up
the atmosphere.

Today, the food and service are first class and the
rooms are to a very high standard. Staff are friendly,
professional and speak excellent English.  In fact the
husband and wife team that manage the hotel for its
English owner recently lived in Estepona  And, most
important, they are a dog-friendly hotel!

Enjoy, and imagine you’re dining at a table in the
Brasserie, sitting in Steve McQueen’s seat!

Jaguars growl

TailPiece

Sherry Tour success



BLEVINS FRANKS has
sponsored the society’s games
for several years and judging
by the smile on John Mc-
Cann’s face, he was delighted
with the turnout.  Over 70
turned out to play an individ-
ual stableford at Los
Moriscos on Friday February
10, in the cold!   

Results:
Ladies: 1st Penny Tagher,
Hcp 27, 36pts. 2nd Jill Park-
er, Hcp 29, 34pts.
Men: 1st Stewart Green, Hcp
5, 38pts. 2nd John Conlan,
Hcp 22, 37pts. 3rd Alan
L/Edwards, Hcp 17, 36pts.
Ladies Nearest The Pin:
Hole 2, Karen Nuttall – 7 me-
tres.
Men’s Nearest The Pin: Hole

14, Dave Peace, in two shots
– 43cm!
Two’s: Stewart Green 5, Pepe

Gill and Ray Craig 3 and Liz
Taylor Ingram 14.

A full round was played on
Monday February 13 at
Anoreta in reasonable weath-
er if very wet under foot. The
French contingent of Frank
and Francoise Stein took the
honours in the individual sta-
bleford with Peter Garner a
very creditable second man.
A lack of twos means a roll

over to next week’s memorial
game for Brian Lynch.

Results:
Overall Winner: Frank Stein,
Hcp 26, 31pts.
Ladies: Francoise Stein, Hcp
34, 25pts.
Men: Peter Garner, Hcp 21,
30pts.

After the mixed bag of tur-
bulent weather experienced in

the area during last weekend,
it was a delight to get out on-
to the golf course at Baviera
on Tuesday February 14. The
format was best three scores
from the teams of four play-
ers at each hole. Scoring
proved difficult for all but
three of the teams. 

Results:
1st Team: Gill Sibson, Jackie
Viles, Bill Findlay and

Lennart on Haffner (wild-
card) 107pts.
2nd Team: Lilo Bliem, Rus-
sell Dick, George Heron and
Steve McFarlane 107pts.
3rd Team: PJ Bentley-Ennis,
Mike Frayne, Vincent Kear-
ney and George Reid 105pts.
4th Team: Judy Howard, Jeff
Puckett, Glyn Roberts and
Mark Fulton (wildcard)
97pts.
Two’s: Mark Fulton 5
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A x a r q u í a ’ s  b e s t  g u i d e  t o  l o c a l  s p o r t

Keeper WAYNE SHAW who was seen eating a pie during the game against Arsenal
is under investigation after a bet was paid out. He said “I was just hungry.”

Golf International Nerja Society

WET UNDERFOOT: At Anoreta. TOP TEAMS:  At Baviera. BLEVINS FRANKS: Kind sponsors of the society.
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